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Fast, portable, battery operated systems- For inshore operation at depths to
400 ft. with RTT-1000A Survey System, or depths to 620
meters with DSF-600 Digital
Survey Fathometer®. Both
systems are portable, battery operated and provide a
flexible, low-cost source for
both high resolution bathymetry and sub- bottom profiling. Bottom triggered
TVG eliminates falsetriggering _from low frequency no1se.

Ln
Speedy channel depth
surveys- The Channel
Sweep System DE-719CSS is significantly
faster than the barsweep method of channel depth survey. This
portable system operates in most vessels,
with only one operator. Multiplexed 200 KHz transducers provide overlapping sonic beams to
the recording fathometer to provide sweeping and post-dredging
sounding at the same time.

All systems reflect the sophistication gained through 70 years of
technological innovations in the field of sonar by Raytheon. For
complete technical information contact Raytheon Ocean Systems
Company, Westminster Park, Risho Avenue, East Providence, Rl
02914, U.S.A. (401) 438-1780.

Quick, clear profiling printouts- Raytheon's deep water bathymetric system
can be as simple or sophisticated as your
surveying needs. The basic system consists of Line Scan Recorder LSR-1811,
precision PTR-105 Sonar Transceiver and
an appropriate high power transducer for
bottom or sub-bottom profiling . Precision
Depth Digitizer PDD-200C converts analog
data to digital for direct computer access
or tape storage. CESP signal enhancement
assures maximum record clarity.

FOR THE BOTTOM LINE
The DGI HY·NAV is a fully
automatic navigator and data
logger in a single unit
Fully automated navigation and
data logging is now available for
operators of smaller motor launches
using the DGI HY-NAV hydrographic
navigation and data acquisition
system. A single microprocessor
based unit provides for navigation
along preplan ned survey lines or to
known survey points. Navigation
inputs are accepted from a variety
of radio positioning systems and
corresponding depth from an
onboard depth sounder. Position is
computed in UTM co-ordinates and
displayed on a highly visible CRT
monitor along with the depth and
steering information. Simultaneously,
a hard copy printout of position and
depth is provided for later analysis.

Wide range of inputs under
software control

HY-NAV is designed for
severe environments

The system is microprocessor based
and accepts a wide variety of input
formats, keyboard selected by the
operator, corresponding software
instructions are factory programmed
into the microprocessor. The correct
in put format for each system is
simply selected by entering a two
digit code.
Typical inputs which can be accepted
by current software include the
following depth sounders:
a. Ross Labs
b. Raytheon
c. Atlas Echo Sounder
d. Kelvin Hughes
Compatible range data inputs
include the following :
a. Motorola Miniranger I and Ill
b. Del Norte Trisponder

The HY-NAV hydrographic navigation
system is self-contained and fully
waterproof with covers in place. In
normal operation, with covers
removed, the unit is weather and
splash proof. The case is intended
for extreme open boat environments
including high levels of vibration
and shock. The small size and
convenient single unit package
allows easy transfer of the system
from vessel to vessel.
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DG Instruments Ltd.
308 Legget Drive. Kanata, Ontario, Canada
Tel: 16131 592-3141
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~arinat'
Now represented in Canada by Marinav Corporation,
1140 Morrison Dr., Ottawa, Ontario (613) 820-6600,
in UK by Marinav Ltd., 100 Wandsworth High St.,
London 01 870 0151, TX 51 926523
and in USA by Marinav Inc. , 1814 West Belt Drive
North Houston Texas, 77043; Tel: (713) 932-8590.
TX 0092795

lnternav LC-404
For surveying,
navigating,
signal monitoring,
or suchlike tasks,
we quite unabashedly
call it the most accurate
and most sensitive Loran C receiver in the world.
Ho Hum. More superlatives. And we aren't exactly known
for being bashful, either.

After all, where else can you find a Loran C receiver which
provides less than 20 nanoseconds error over a 60 dB
signal differential (or less than 100 nanoseconds error
over a 11 OdB signal range) and tracks with a three meter
antenna at two microvolts/metre?

The LC-404 can also be master independant. If the
master signal is lost, independant tracking loops allow the
secondary·to·secondary time differences to be used to
derive hyperbolic lines of position. There's also an
RSS 232 output for data recording, and options like
Range/Range (with an external frequency standard),
or a dual unit package for redundancy or cross·chain
work Interfaces for our IL remote readout and our CC-2
coordinate converter are standard equipment.

The LC-404 acquires master and all secondaries and
tracks them, via high resolution loops, with zero lag at
constant velocity. Its dual display provides seven digit
TO's plus an eighth diagnostic status code digit.

And all this comes in a box about a half cubic foot in
volume, weighing 17 pounds, requiring just 20 watts of
power (15 watts in monitor mode), and a pretty attractive
price tag.

Still, we really do think our LC-404 is something special.

You can read out SNR in dB's, and you have " instant
entry" of up to five present positions for future recall at
the touch of a button. And the LC-404' s non·volatile
memory retains chain, secondary, and logged position
data after you turn it off.
For monitoring via a VHF or other data link, each LC 404
can be assigned a unique identification number and can
then be individually polled to provide GRI, TD's being
tracked, their SNR's, their diagnostic status, and a tracking
warning alarm. Individual LC.404's can then be com·
manded to cease tracking a given secondary, to initiate
search, to enable or disable cycle selection, and to track
up or down in ten microsecond increments. (And for
dedicated remote monitoring tasks - in buoys, vehicles,
even icebergs - our small low power LC 403 package no display, no controls - offering similar performance to
the LC 404, can be a cost effective solution.)

Our spec. sheet tells a lot more - and we'll gladly send
. you one - but we should add that LC-404' s are in
current production, with quantities already delivered to
US and Canadian Coast Guard, and other orders
pending.

Let's face it. Did we ever say we were bashful?

Sydney, Nova Scotia B 1P 6K3

902 539-0660

Magnavox Delivers
All That
Satcom
Offers.
And Then some

The Magnavox
MX 111 terminal ties
your ship into Marisat's
fast, private, clear, worldwide communications
network. Our full capability
system operates in telephone,
telex, data and facsimile
modes. And it's completely
compatible with all present
and known future requirements, including Inmarsat.
Now you can take full
advantage of Marisat- and
more. The MX 111's comprehensive option list includes
interface with the ship's
PABX. Bridge indicator units
that assure that after hours
messages won't go unnoticed.
0212 • B

Sensible, modular
design lets you tuck
·
• the electronics in
.
. .
any convenient place. They're
~ chmce of !TY umts, mclud- easily connected to our rugged,
mg ele~t~omc models, plus
passively stabilized antenna.
a sophisticated VMS package
That's Marisat, Magnavox
th~t lets your ~hore-base_d
style. It's the only technically
?fftce au~omattcal~y; rece~ve
proven system that's designed
t~format~on on shtp s postspecifically for ships and suptl?~' engme data, ~argo conported world-wide by a leading
dttlon! weather-virtually
marine electronics company.
any~hmg measurable by elecFor details on the best
tromc sensors.
system afloat, contact Marine
.. ~ortuna~ely, all these capa- Systems Operation, Magnavox
bthtle~ don t tak~ up much
Advanced Products and Sys1
0
space m your r~d . room. Only terns Co., 2829 Maricopa St.,
the _absolute mmtmum of
Torrance, CA 90503. Teleeqmpment-compact telephone (213) 328-0770. Telex
phone and TTY- go there.
696101. Cable MAGNAMAR.
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for surveycapability
•
•
•
•
•
•

10 knot survey speed
High sea state operation
Wide swathe search
Rapid investigation
Precise measurement
High definition

Hydrosearch meansAn efficient attack on survey
backlogs.
Maximum utilisation of sea time.
Far greater return on ship
investment.

Wreck of M2 submarine in Lyme Bay, United Kingdom

The speed of data is such that all future models are to be supplied with
computerised target data analysis, thus even further reducing the time
required to complete a given survey task.

Marketing Department,
The Grove, Warren Lane, Stanmore, Middlesex HA7 4LY, England.
Telephone: 01 -954 2311 Telex: 22616 Telegrams: SPADEF Stanmore.

Oceanographic instruments
Positioning systems
Pipeline survey systems
Seismic systems- _
_
PHILLYSTRAN mooring lines
- Marine hardware and cable
Aquatic samplers _ ,
Water quality analyzers _

m.s.e. engineering systems ltd.

§'[\[J

265 canarctic drive, downsview, ontario,
canada M3J 2N7
(416) 661-5646 telex 065-23982

25 Howden Road, Scarborough,
Ontario, Canada M1 R 5A6
Phone: (416) 751-8055
Telex: 06-963640
Cable: HUNTOR, TORONTO

Let Huntec deliver
your data ...

PORTABLE SPARKER SYSTEM
-for-

NEAR SHORE ENGINEERING SURVEYS

OF BOTH WORLDS
FORMANCE • PRICE •
The INNERSPACE Model 431
Acoustic Release
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PROVIDES HIGH RESOLUTION SEISMIC PROFILES
• Marine foundations surveys
• Hazard surveys
• Submarine pipeline surveys
• Pre-dredge investigation
• Sand and gravel inventory
• Bedrock contours
• Mineral prospecting
• Bore hole tie in
Ultra small size and light weight.
Can be used on very small boats.
Product data plus sample recordings sent upon request.
SALE AND LEASE

Reasonable price.
Many codes (80 codes max.).
Secure coding.
Small size (28" long - 5%" Dia.).
Light weight (6 lbs. in water).
Safe, no exploding devices.
Inexpensive, replaceable batteries.
Optional rope canister.
Optional load multiplier.

The Model 431 is designed sp.Jcifically for
shallow water applications (to 1000 ft.) for
the recovery of in situ instruments - trans·
ponders, current meters, lapsed time cameras
and is ideal for relocating underwater sites
-well heads, valves, cables, submersibles, etc.

THERMAL DEPTH SOUNDER RECORDER
FOR PRECISION MARINE SURVEYS
FIXED HEAD THERMAL PRINTING - NO STYLUS
CLEAN, QUIET, ODORLESS
SCALE LINES/DEPTH ARE PRINTED SIMULTANEOUSLY
ON BLANK PAPER
ONLY CHART SCALE SELECTED IS PRINTED
• Chart Paper - 8Y2 inches x 200 feet (blank thermal paper).
• Depth Ranges- 0-320 feet/fathoms and 0-145 meters (7
phases).
• Frequencies (2)- 200kHz; with 40kHz, 33kHz, 28kHz or 24kHz.
• Data Entries- Digital thumbwheels for speed of sound, tide and
draft.
• Annotation Generator- Numerically prints speed of sound, tide
and draft on chart.
• Custom Logo ROM - Prints customer logo and name on chart.
• Precision Depth Digitizer- Auto Track Model 441 -features
auto bottom tracking gate, auto selection of recorder depth
range. BCD output plus optional RS232C or IEEE488-GPIB
outputs.
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BOOTH 2641 OTC

1/NNERSPACE TECHNOLOGY, INC.

ONE BOHNERT PLACE • WALDWICK, NEW JERSEY 07463
(201) 447-0398 TWX 710-988-5628

MODEL 440 TDSR

ARS • SURVEY SYSTEMS • PROCESS DATA SYSTEMS • DEFENCE SYSTEMS

ATLAS-DESO 20L a sound sv.stem.
The most compact survey
sounder with built-in flexibility
for your specific job.

With plug-in options:
two frequency digitizer;
interfaces for remote
computer control;
heave, draught or tide
input and 4 kW
offshore sounder
package.
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ATLAS-DESO 20-

opt for experience and
know-how.

~KRUPP

For further details please contact: :
Marinav Corporation, Ottawa,
Phone 0613-820-6600,
Telex 053-4117

Fried. Krupp GmbH
KRUPP ATLAS-ELEKTRONIK
P.O.Box 448545 · D-2800 Bremen 44 · Phone (421) 4570 ·Telex 244890

KRUPP ATLAS-ELEKTRONIK • MARINE
ELECTRONICS
• ECHOSOUNDERS •
.
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--The Hydrographic Society
Membership is international and broadly based, in order to unite surveyor, equipment
manufacturer and client. Members, from over forty countries, represent the areas
of hydrography, oceanography, geophysics and civil engineering at all levels of
expertise. Organisations represented include contract survey companies; port
authorities; government, military and public service authorities; petroleum comJ:)anies;
research and educational institutions; professional bodies and societies; engineering
consultants; post and telecommunications organisations; acoustic and electromagnetic instrumentation manufacturers; oceanographic and land survey instrument
manufacturers; dredging and salvage contractors, and surveyors of all fields of private
practice.

Services:

The Hydrographic Journal • Information
Sheet • International Symposia • Technical
Workshops •Exhibitions • General Meetings •
Regional Meetings • Special Publications •
Employment Advice •

Membership:

Individual: £2 joining fee & £12 p.a.
Corporate: £20 joining fee & £60 p. a.
Branch Corporate: no joining fee. £30 p.a.
Overseas Members receive The Hydrographic Journal
and Information Sheet by Air Mail.

For further information
or
Application for
Membership
apply to :

Honorary Secretary,
The Hydrographic Society,
North East London Polytechnic,
Forest Road,
London E17 4JB England.
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A Message from
the President
I take the office of national president of the Canadian
Hydrographers Association with some trepidation. In three
years time we will be able to look back and see from whence
we came but at this time the course we are to follow is not
clearly defined. One landmark that we will encounter will be
the effect that professional recognition and certification of
hydrographers has on hydrography as a career. I welcome
public discussion on that question.
Speaking of landmarks and public discussion, what better
place to discuss such an important issue than 'Lighthouse'?
'Lighthouse' is the greatest asset of the Canadian
Hydrographers Association. In fact to many of our members,
particularly those outside of the Canadian Hydrographic Service, it may be our only asset. Responsibility for 'Lighthouse'
is moving to Atlantic Branch into the capable hands of Adam
Kerr. I appeal for articles suitable for publication in our journal.
Only by producing an informative and professional
'Lighthouse' can we continue to maintain a position of high
stature in hydrography both nationally and internationally.
As I lay off our course for the next three years I am counting on
receiving regular 'Positioning' information from members
across the country. With your help I won't find any hazards to
navigation the hard way.
A.D. O'Connor
President
Canadian Hydrographers Association

•
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a Canadian Company with totally integrated offshore survey and
engineering capability off. ·1\ng the friU

SERVICES

EQUIPMENT

• Hydrographic, oceanographic,
oil rig, pipeline and cable route
surveys

• Navigation Systems - Argo,
Syledis, Maxiran, Trisponder,
Artemis, Satellite/ Loran C

• Offshore engineering and high
resolution geophysical surveys

• Precision Sonar - Side Scan,
Profilers, Echosounders

• Contract position fixing services

• Integration - Autoplot, Data
Acquisition, Data Logging,
Track Guidance

• Design development and
manufacture, marine systems
• Cartographic, pre and post plot
services and data processing
• Satellite survey services

• Logistic Support - Thermoelectric Generators,
SSB!VHF Communications
• Marisat Satellite Communications Terminals

Representing: • Magnavox • Del Norte • Edo Western • Krupp Atlas • DG Instruments • Global Thermoelectrics
Head Office: 1140 Morrison Drive, Ottawa, Ontario K2H 8S9 Telephone 613-820-6600 Telex 053-411 7
- - - - - - - - Western Regional Office: 1-3530-11A Street N.E., Calgary, Alberta T2E 6M7 Telephone 403-276-6897 Telex 038-27588 - - - - - - - European Office: 100 W andsworth High Street, London SW18 4LA, England Telephone 01 -870-0151 Telex 926523
U.S.A. Office: 1814 West Belt Drive Nort h, Houston, Texas 77043 Telephone 713-932-8590 Telex 792795
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Subtense Two
J.V. Crowley
Pacific Region
Canadian Hydrographic Service
Sidney, British Columbia

INTRODUCTION

Several positioning variations were recently employed in a
large scale survey of Cowichan Bay wharf. The simplicity of
launch positioning, note keeping, plotting, dividing of the
boatboard, along with the precision of positioning and the
general flexibility of operation may make these techniques of
general interest.
At the head of Cowichan Bay on Vancouver Island is a long
timber wharf belonging to the Canadian National Railways. It
is used as a terminal for a train ferry and for shipping lumber.
The shallow mud flats behind the wharf are used for sorting
logs and consequently are a-bristle with piles and dolphins.
Our mission was to survey the navigable waters within about
600 feet of the wharf. The field sheet was to be drawn at a
scale of 1:1200.
Horizontal control was established with a braced quadrilateral
using new stations at either end of the wharf and two old
plugs half way up each side of the bay. Using the line spacing
specified in Standing Order 65· 17, (which incidentally
accounts for the use of imperial units in this paper), we nailed
down a long baseline along each of the two arms of the wharf.
Additional secondary control points were established near the
ends of the wharf and two flags were nailed to convenient
piles at strategic locations behind each end of the wharf. The
significance of the placement of these marks will be explained
later. These sounding marks, 3 navigation lights and 3
prominent dolphins were cut in. Additional data,
(approximately 100 points), were positioned by a conventional
stadia survey. This is all routine C.H.S. survey practice. The
interesting part is in some of the launch positioning. A sextant
and theodolite were used to define the lines of position (LOP's)
in the following four variations: check lines, wharf face lines,
perpendicurar lines, and fans. Since the check line method is
famil iar to most hydrographers and since the second
approach is trivial in concept, neither will be discussed at
length.
CHECK LINES

Check lines were run with conventional sextant fixes. Resections were plotted later, rather than on-line, with the
familiar 3 arm protractor.

100 feet and a final sextant fix at 50 feet. The end of line fix
was estimated at 12 feet off the wharf face. (The sextant fixes
were actually measured from the baseline, not the wharf face,
a difference of about 3 feet.) For this operation it was
necessary for the instrument man to set up a theodolite on the
pre-marked baseline station, turn 90° and con the launch
down the crosshair. This was taken as one line of position.
Communication was by portable VHF radios, (Motorola PT
300's), or occasionally by hand signals. Once talked onto the
sounding line, the coxswain was able to pick a semi-natural
range to assist in the line definition. The instrument man and
distant background detail were usually quite easy to see at
these ranges. A coxswain who understands this process and
has the patience and discipline to maintain concentration
throughout a full day's sounding is a decided asset. One who
does not should be set to building battery boxes. In instances
where a close or featureless background make it difficult or
even impossible for the coxswain to pick a range, the task of
the instrument man becomes more demand ing. Because
precise communication between these two individuals is so
important to the integrity of the line keeping, it may be
worthwhile running some practice lines and establishing a
jargon before commencing the serious work.
For the second LOP we used a sextant angle at the launch.
Portable flags on four foot standards were set 200 feet apart
on baseline stations. The hydrographer in the launch set pre·
computed angles on his sextant, waited for the two flags to
coincide in the mirrors and pushed the sounder's remote fix
button. (A hand-held remote fix button is a virtual necessity for
large scale surveys. It is held with the sextant, eliminating
timing errors caused by fumbling for the machine or reaction
time problems associated with an extra man to tend the
sounder.) The flags stayed on the same spots through the
running of the seven sounding lines that fell between them .
These seven lines represented only four separate angular
situations. The last three are the mirror image of the first three.
The four sets witti seven fixes on each were computed, printed
in colour code on a card (Table 1.) and taped to the arm of the
sextant. After the seven lines were run it was necessary to reset the flags before running the next group of seven.

PERPENDICULAR SOUNDING LINES

Two hundred feet was chosen as an appropriate length for a
subtense base. We tried to maximize the sextant angle,
particularly at the outer end of the line where accuracy would
be eroding, while sti ll having the subtense base short enough
to subtend less than 140° , (the sextant maximum), at the fifty
foot fix. Since speed of setting, as opposed to reading of
ang les was important, we found it convenient to use a
micrometer reading sextant. Setting angles on a vernier type
sextant is a much slower business. We also removed the
telescope to increase the width of field and to make it easier to
pick up the fast moving targets, particularly at the close-in end
of the line.

Perpendicular sounding lines were run towards the long wharf
face with sextant fixes taken every 100 feet from 600 feet to

At the six hundred foot fix an angular error of 1 minute
represents about one half of a foot displacement of the

WHARF FACE LINES

Lines were run along wharf faces with the transducer about 6
feet off by estimation. Fixes were obtained visually every 100
feet as the launch passed below the baseline stations. On the
back of the wharf we fixed beside light standards which had
previously been plotted by stadia. They were also about 100
feet apart.
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Table 1 Sextant Card

25 ft. & 175 ft.

e

(Dist.)
600
500
400
300
200
100
50

50 ft. & 150ft.

18°
22°
27"
35°

39'
09'
12'
01'
19'
17'
37'

480

74°
100°

600
500
400
300
200
100
50

75 ft. & 125 ft.

600
500
400
300
200
100
50

18°
22°
27"
36°
52°

124°

48'
25'
41'
02'
54'
53'
34'

600
500
400

18°
22°
28°
36°
53°

300

200
100
50

55'
37'
04'
52'
08'
00'
52'

goo

126°

Sample computation

e

= arc tan

(:~)

+ arc tan (

Plotting of lines, fixes and divisions was all done later in ink. It
was quickly accomplished using a scale to divide one line and
a straight edge and set square to draw in the other divisions
and fixes as straight lines. The fi nished pattern in this
instance was a 1/4" grid. Different colours were used for fixes
and divisions. Notes were recorded on-line on the sounding
roll without benefit of fix numbers. Lines were identified by
chainage and fixes by offset. Time was recorded at the end of
each line. Regular note paper was used later to accommodate
the soundings and tidal reductions.
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(Dist.)
54'
34'
58'
39'
34'
13'
31'

880

18°
22°
27°
36°
50°
82°
116°

100 ft. & 100ft.

e

(Dist.)

e

(Dist.)

With one man ashore to handle the theodolite and the flags
and two in the launch, we proceeded to run the lines. Forty· five
lines were completed in a little more than a day. Six times the
flags had to be shifted and forty-five times the theodolite had
to be set up. After two or three practice runs very little time
was lost due to rejected lines or missed fixes despite having to
phase twice on each line. When sounding the launch was run
at slow speed and always toward the wharf. The arrangement
of flags and sounding lines is given in Figure 1.

~~)

sextant LOP. Misplacement of the flags and misalignment in
the mirrors would add to this figure. The accuracy of the
theodolite LOP was a function of coxswain and instrument
man skill and coordination. Instrument error was insignificant.
Line keeping was usually within an estimated 3 to 4 feet.

FANS

The fourth technique is perhaps the slickest in the field though
a little more tedious when it comes time to plot the lines and
fixes and divide the boatboard. The lines are plotted with a
protractor and a straight edge, the fixes with a scale and a pair
of compasses and the divisions with the aid of a set of
multiple dividers. On outside corners of the wharf we ran radial
lines converging at the corners. The theodolite was set up at
the corner station and progressive angles were turned at 2°
intervals. Inside ends of lines were cut short in a staggered
fashion to avoid spending too much effort at the convergence
of the lines. Fixes along each line were obtained at the launch
by setting a pre-determined angle on the sextant and waiting for
two flags to line up. lhese sounding marks had been
previously set and positioned so that continuous use of a
given pair could provide broad cuts and large sextant angles
over a wide range of the fan and the total length of each line.
Assuming there are no complicating factors such as
intervening ships or dolphins, a pair of sounding marks could
be used on every fix of a 90° fan (about 290 in Figure 2.). For
the illustrated fan we used a set of eight sextant angles at:
18°, 21 o, 25°, 30°, 40°, 50°, 60°, 80° . The 18° value was
chosen to correspond to about 600 feet from the wharf (a
distance that would vary, depending on the sector of the fan in
question). The 80° fix was closest to the wharf. Intermediate
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Figure 1. Location of Flags and Sounding Lines
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For plotting purposes a small table was made:
d = 7.14 em
b

18°
21°
25°
30°
40°
so·
eo·
8o·

11 .55
9.96
8.45
7.14
5.55
4.66
4.12
3.63

10.99
9.30
7.66
6.18
4.25
3.00
2.06
0.63
. p;/

Figure 2: Sounding tracks at the north end of Cowlchan Bay wharf.
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angles were chosen to provide fixes about every inch at field
sheet scale. Other angles (9) could be set but odd angles
tended to slow down the note keeping and plotting processes.
Plotting was done by drawing the lines with protractor and
straight edge and the fixes with a pair of compasses. A short
computation was necessary to determine the proper radius

(r
\

=

d
2 sin

)and baseline bisector offset (b

e

\

=

d
2 tan

e

)

for each of the eight fix arcs. The distance (d) between the
stations was a factor and could be found by inverse
computation or, in a pinch, it could be scaled off the field
sheet.
To maximize the usefulness of a given set-up, it is desirable to
set the sounding marks so that they provide good fixes over a
wide area. This implies large sextant angles and strong LOP
intersections. While I have no proof of the matter, I suspect
that for maximum coverage inside a given accuracy lobe each
mark should be about equal distance from the theodolite
(Fi gure 2.). This puts the theodolite more or less on the 90° fix
on the baseline bisector, or stated more simply, at the right
angle of a right angle isosceles triangle. While this is a
desirable configuration, it is by no means a rigid requirement.
Some experimentation with compasses and protractor will
illustrate the flexibility of possible arrangements. There may
be some accuracy advantage to be gained by setting the flags
further away from the theodolite than shown in Figure 2. This
would increase the length of the sextant angle subtense base.
For instance if we had set the flags one thousand feet instead
of two hundred feet from the theodolite, the offset error might
have been halved. This is deduced from comparisons of
position errors induoed by assuming one minute of arc error at
the outer end of the sounding line in each of the two cases.
For the set-up actually used, the error of 1 minute at 18°
represents a distance of about 10 inches. For a hypothetical
set-up with a baseline five times as long, the 1 minute error at

the outer end of the line, (now at about 60° on the sextant),
represents a distance error of 5 inches. Thus by multiplying
the baseline length by 5 and the sextant angle by 3.3, we can
double the apparent end of line position accuracy.
Consideration of misalignment and resolution factors would
probably combine to further reduce the size of the apparent
accuracy advantage of the longer baseline. By the same
consideration the system we used with the shorter baseline is
about five times as accurate in t he offset dimension as the
widely used subtense board method.

SUMMARY
These methods have several features that may recommend
their consideration by the hydrographer planning a large scale
survey:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Two hydrographers and one coxswain are all the
manpower required.
The survey equipment required, one theodolite and one or
two sextants, are commonly available.
The plotting and dividing functions are simple and
straightforward.
The systems are flexible enough to suit nearly any
situation .
Range and accuracy are both superior to other methods
commonly accepted for wharf surveys.

During our survey of Cowichan Bay wharf we approached
neither the lim it of range nor technique possible with this
equipment and these principles. Other means of propagating
lines of position are possible. Other combinations of LOP's are
possible. Techniques can be refined and expanded. The
hydrorapher is challenged to explore the limits.
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Integration of NAD 83 Into The Charting Programs
In The United States and Canada
W .J. Monteith
National Ocean Survey
Rockville. Maryland
and

D.H. Gray
Canadian Hydrographic Service
Ottawa. Ontario

BACKGROUND
On May 14, 1979, acting upon formal recommendations of
the Great Lakes Charting Advisers, the United StatesCanada Hydrographic Commission (USCHC) established the
ad hoc Committee on Horizontal Datums. The purpose of
this Committee was to identify and study anticipated problems expected to be encountered by the Canadian
Hydrographic Service (CHS) and the National Ocean Survey
(NOS) when each agency converts its charting program to a
new geocentric horizontal datum.

The work of the Committee began in Ottawa, Ontario, on May
16, 1979, when a mevting was convened with several
representatives of both agencies to clarify Commission objectives and to identify other related and pertinent subjects
for the Committee to consider. On August 2, 1979, the Committee met in Rosslyn, Virginia, to consider the problems
previously identified ar,d to discuss the course of action
necessary to prepare the required report for presentation at
the next scheduled Commission meeting.
PROBLEMS CONSIDERED
The problems considered by the Committee and the answers
or recommended course of action for each are presented
below:

What is the name of the new North American Datum?
The name of the new datum is "North American Datum of
1983." The accepted acronym is "NAD 83." This name and
acronym will hold true regardless of the date the new datum
becomes effective.
What is the expected date that NAD 83 will become effective
for use by Canada and the United States in their respective
surveying and mapping programs?
The Geodetic Survey of Canada (GSC) and the National
Geodetic Survey (NGS) of NOS advise that the framework of
primary horizontal control adjustments for North America
has slipped by 12 to 18 months so that it is now estimated
that the NAD 83 primary adjustment will be completed in late
1984. Secondary and tertiary control will be adjusted or
transformed to new coordinate values soon after that date.
Besides conversion to an earth-centered (geocentric) system,
what other results will be produced by NAD 83?
A major reason that the NGS and GSC are desiring the NAD
83 is to eliminate errors in the existing North American
Datum of 1927 (NAD 27) and to provide the surveying and
mapping programs of Canada and the United States with one
common horizontal datum based on a world reference ellipsoid. For example, some known problems in the NAD 27 are:

1.
2.
3.

100 ppm scale error in the north British Columbia coast
and Alaska Panhandle
10 meter misclosure in the west Lake Superior area
10 ppm scale error in the Maritime Provinces

These problems and similar ones in the lower order surveys
may mean that some charts may have to be reconstructed
from the original data once the lower order control has been
properly adjusted to the primary control framework.
Reconstruction will depend on the magnitude of the errors
and must be based on a chart-by-chart analysis.
What are the expected changes in latitude and longitude between NAD 27 and NAD 83?
The NGS has published preliminary changes between NAD
27 and NAD 83 in NOAA Technical Memorandum NOS NGS-16,
dated April 1979. These composite latitlJ{Je and
longitude differences (in meters) for North America are
shown in Figure 1.
Will there be differences between charts published by the
Defense Mapping Agency (on World Geodetic System 1972
Datum) and charts published by NOS and CHS (on NAD 83)?
Ground positional differences between these two eathcentered coordinate systems will be inconsequential for
both the hydrographer and the mariner since it is estimated
that the maximum diffrence will be about 5 meters, with the
average difference being less than a meter. The Committee
concludes that the difference between these two datums will
not be observable when charts compiled on each datum are
visually compared.
What is the horizontal datum of the present charts?
The majority of the charts produced currently by CHS and
NOS are on NAD 27, others on a variety of horizontal or
reference datums, such as:
Old Hawaiian Datum
North American Datum of 1902 (U.S. Standard Datum)
Various Astronomic Datums
Uncontrolled Reference Datums
For the 977 charts currently published by the NOS, the
following datums are used:

(cont'd on next page)
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Figure 1. Anticipated Position Shift (In metres) due to Change to Earth-Centred Ellipsoid.
Datums

North American Datum of 1927
North American Datum of 1902 (Great Lakes)
Old Hawaiian Datum
Puerto Rico Datum
Local Astronomic Datums
Guam 1963 Datum

Charts

%

844

86.4

50
36
24

5.0
3.7
2.5

21
2

2.2
0.2

977 100.0
Datums used by the CHS on charts currently published are:
North American Datum of 1927
North American Datum of 1902 (originally U.S. Standard
Datum)
Local Astronomic Datums
(Chart distribution on these datums is not available)
When should CHS and NOS publish charts on NAD 83?
Depending on the work load priorit; comprising each agen·
cy's chart production schedule, the decision "not to convert

to NAD 83" was recognized as a viable option for a limited
number of charts currently produced. However, the Commit·
tee considered the relatively small number of charts which
might fall into such a category and answered this question
on the assumption that CHS and NOS would ultimately con·
vert all of their charts to NAD 83. The Committee agreed that
conversion to NAD 83 should not begin until the final datum
computations and adjustments have been completed and
reliable positions are available for converting all existing
chart data to the new datum. Unless some unforeseen
reasons occur beforehand, the Committee recommends that
production of charts on NAD 83 should be scheduled to
begin in January 1985, or as soon thereafter as the data will
permit.
How should a chart be converted to NAD 83?
The Committee assumed that both manual and automated
cartographic techniques would be available to each agency
to accomplish this datum conversion. It was also decided
that the cartographic method selected would be dependent
upon the magnitude of the difference between NAD 83 and
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the various existing chart datums, the scale of the chart, and
an evaluation of the basic survey data from which the chart
was compiled. Whether performed by manual or automated
techniques, the procedures expected to be used are:

cycle charts could be converted to NAD 83 by the end of 1991
(see below).

1.

Year

conversion of grid projection points to NAD 83 using
..1x, ..1Y, and
of nearby (or charted) geodetic control.
recompilation of survey data used for compiling the
chart including offshore hydrography acquired using
hyperbolic or range-range survey positioning techniques.
survey of selected charted features to obtain NAD 83
coordinates when the existing chart datum is in question.

Llz

2.

3.

The Committee recommends that each agency selects the
best method for conversion to NAD 83 based on a chart-bychart analysis of all factors.
How will existing digitized data be converted to NAD 83?
The conversion method selected will be dependent on the
source information. Since the digitized data are often used at
a scale larger than the conventional chart manuscript, the
Committee recommends that the accuracy standards for
converting existing digitized data to NAD 83 be established
to assure that a greater accuracy is achieved than is
necessary for charting. NOS expects to use an existing computer program to apply a least squares adjustment to convert its existing digital data base to NAD 83 on a chart-bychart basis. This program requires that the position of the
four neatline corners of each chart be known on NAD 83 and
will be solvable using the procedures cited in the previous
discussion of "How a chart should be converted to NAD 83".
There is the potential problem that some data might be
transformed twice and safeguards should be established to
eliminate this error.
How long will it take to complete the conversion of all NOS
and CHS charts to NAD 83?

The Committee recognized that a reasonable time required
for each agency to accomplish full datum conversion would
depend on several factors with the most important being
wrether each agency (beginning in 1985) would have the cartographic capability to compile the changes at a rate to meet
the projected printing cycle for each chart. The Committee
assumed this capability would exist with now-developing
methods and, therefore, concentrated its efforts on
estimating the reasonable time that would be required to produce new chart editions on NAD 83. The NOS issues about
500 new editions per year.
The NOS has eight distinct printing cycles for charts. These
cycles and the number of charts affected are listed below:
Print Cycle
6 months
12 months
18 months
24 months
36
48
96
144

months
months
months
months

Number of Charts
12 (Includes 1 mineral lease chart)
279 (Includes 3 mineral lease and 3
training charts)
9
193 (Includes 1 mineral lease and 2 training
charts)
112
270
32 (Includes 7 special use charts)
70
977

Theoretically, the 12-year print cycle charts would extend the
conversion period to 1996 if datum conversion were begun
in1985 and If 1984 were the latest edition of these 12-year
charts. However, a review of the NOS long-range chart production schedule Indicated that both the 8- and 12-year print

Charts Printed

1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991

8-~ear

Edition

12
5
4
3*
4*
1
3

12-~ear

Edition

0
4
18
20
10
10
8

32
70
* Special Use Charts for U.S. Navy
There are approximately 1,000 CHS navigational charts in
stock at any one time. The number changes slightly as new
charts are published and old ones are withdrawn. In any one
year approximately 10 new charts, 95 new editions, and 98
corrected reprints are published. The distinction between
new edition and corrected reprint is that the latter differs
from the previous printing by application of information
published in Notices to Mariners (NM) and hence the
previous printing is not cancelled. Corrected reprints are
issued to replace stock of a chart when there are no new
surveys or to reduce the amount of hand corrections (the application of items published in the NM) that are necessary for
a chart. At first glance it might appear that with almost 200
charts coming off the presses each year, that it would take
only 5 years to go through the 1,000 navigational charts. Unfortunately, some charts are not printed as frequently as that
and some much more frequently. By inspection· of the CHS
chart indexes, it takes about 7 112 years to get through approximately half of the charts, 15 years for three-quarters of
the charts, and 30 years for 99 percent of the charts.
Over half of the charts sold are newer than 7 112 years old
since they are in greater demand, whereas there is little demand for charts that are printed once every 30 years. Nevertheless it is obvious that CHS cannot match the NOS prediction of conversion of all charts to NAD 83 in 7 years. It will
take a concerted effort by CHS to reduce the conversion
period even to 15 years.
What would happen to existing chart stock?
Until all charts are converted to NAD 83, the Committee
recommends tt)at a NM statement should be published annually which would identify each chart not on NAD 83 at that
time and the respective !:l'l' and !:l/\ conversion values between the existing chart projection and NAD 83.

As conversion to NAD 83 occurs through the printing of new
editions in conformance with prior established edition
cycles, existing chart stock will continue to be treated as obsolete and cancelled, as is the present practice.
Should CHS and NOS recognize that people use obsolete
editions of charts and therefore, recommend the publishing
of NM information on individual items in the new and old
chart datum for an interim period?
No! The publishing of information on more than one datum
would be too confusing. Canadian and United States law require the use of the latest editions of charts and it is believed
that any action to promote or support the use of obsolete
charts would be inconsistent with the legal positions of both
countries.
How can a chart not on NAD 83 be referenced to, or used
with, NAD 83 information?
The Committee recommends as an interim measure the addition of a "transformation" note on the chart which will inform
the user of the amount of correction needed to shift the chart
projection to NAD 83.
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How will NM information be published?
The Committee considered two basic procedures for
publishing NM information. The first would require informa·
tion be published consistent with the datum of the chart af·
fected. Multiple charts affected by a single NM item could
mean publishing that information on more than one datum,
especially in the early transition period. It would be expected
that the size of the NM would remain large until the number
of charts not on NAD 83 is significantly reduced. This pro·
cedure will also require developing a fail-safe data checking
system to assure a high credibility level for the data publish·
ed. The CHS presently handles NM information affecting
charts of different datums and scales in this way.

The Committee also considered the Impact of publishing
(after January 1985) NM information exclusively on NAD 83,
regardless of the datum of the affected chart(s). This would
also present a formidable task. Included in the NM would be
a special note advising the user on how to transform the NM
information to the datum of each chart affected. This note
would be opposite in content to the note proposed in the
answer to the previous question. It is believed the use of a
note could reduce significantly the size of each NM and still
enable the user to utilize this information correctly. The
following is an example of a note In a NM pertaining to a
NOS chart of Cape Hatteras:
PLOTTING ADJUSTMENT

Geographic positions of data given on North American
Datum 1983 (NAD 83) may be plotted on this chart by apply·
ing the following corrections:
+ 0.48", or + 12.4 meters, or + 13.5 yards
Latitude:
-1 .04", or -32.0 meters, or -34.0 yards
Longitude:
The World Geodetic System 1972 (WGS72) datum is con·
sidered equivalent to NAD 83 for this chart.
The Committee believes this question can be answered
following future discussions between CHS, Canadian
Ministry of Transport, U.S. Coast Guard, Defense Mapping
Agency Hydrographic/Topographic Center, and the NOS.
These discussions would be scheduled in a period 3 to 6
months in advance of the implementation of NAD 83 into the
respective charting programs of both countries. This ques·
tion should be made a point of future discussions by the
Commission as well.
Should charts be drawn with a double border, one on NAD 83
and the other representing the existing chart datum?
No! Cartographically, it would mean drawing the neatline
(border and projection ticks) twice, initially to show the old
and new datum projections, and later to show only the NAD
83 projection. In the first case, it is believed the users would
be confused by the two projections displayed, particularly in
the adaptation of NM information. Until the charts are com·
piled on NAD 83, it is recommended that an interim note and
example be added to the existing chart to instruct the user
how to transfer from existing chart datum to NAD 83.

Will chart borders and lattices have to be redrawn?
Analysis to date indicates there should be no visible dif·
ference in charted area between chart neatlines (borders)
drawn based on ellipsoid parameters defining NAD 83 and
any other datum previously used, such as NAD 27 (Clarke's
Reference Spheroid of 1866). The neatlines of a chart define
the "window," or the area charted, and regardless of the
datum used in compiling the chart, the window remains the
same even though the chart projection may be shifted.
Where the chart projection interesects the neatline, new sub·
divisions will be required to reflect this projection shift to
NAD 83.

Electronic positioning lattices, however, will probably have to
be redrawn since both the elllspoid parameters and the
geographic coordinates of the electronic positioning system
transmitters have been changed. These changes will pro·
duce non-uniform differences between new and old data used to generate these lattices.
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS AND SUMMARY

Although predicted shifts between NAD 27 and NAD 83 ap·
pear to be systemic and predictable, the Committee has con·
eluded that there are many charts compiled on older
datums and based on oider surveys where a predicted shift
in coordinates is not feasible. An individual analysis of each
chart will have to be done to resolve the effect of shift in
datums.
Beginning in early 1985, or as soon as final coordinates for
charting control are available from NGS and GSC, the Com·
mittee recommends that chart projections (grids) be shifted
to the NAD 83 at the New Edition stage of construction. It is
further recommended that a list of chart projection shifts
(latitude and longitude) should be published (annually) in
NM for the mariner who wishes to change datums prior to
an edition of the chart being published on NAD 83.
The Committee has not determined whether NM, Light Lists,
Sailing Directions (Pilots) and other publications quoting
geographic positions would use the projection datum of the
current edition of the chart (if not NAD 83) or would use NAD
83 exclusively. Further study and coordination in this area is
required prior to 1985. It is recommended that the Commis·
sion identify this for Charting Advisers action at a later date.
Electronic positioning system lattices will have to be
redrawn on the new datum. Some offshore surveys done in
hyperbolic and range-range mode will require replotting
because of the non-uniformity of the shifts In transmitter
"POSitions and because of new ellipsoid parameters. It is ex·
pected that CHS and NOS will not be able to handle this
replotting manually, but will require automated cartograph ic
techniques to effectively and efficiently accomplish transfor·
mation to the new NAD 83.
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The Tidal Streams Surrounding Vancouver Island
W.R. Crawford

W.S. Huggett
Pacific Region
Canadian Hydrographic Service
Sidney, British Columbia

INTRODUCTION

JUAN DE FUCA STRAIGHT

In the past seven years the Tides and Currents Section,
Pacific Region, has circumnavigated Vancouver Island with
current surveys. We began close to home in Juan de Fuca
Strait and the Strait of Georgia before progressing counterclockwise through Johnstone Stfait, Queen Charlotte sound
and down the west coast past Brooks Peninsula and Estevan
Point (Figure 1.). We recovered current meters on the west
coast of the Island in September 1980, ending a seventeen
month program to measure currents and tidal heights near
shore and out to 100 km from the coast. With the survey completed, we thought it appropriate to describe the progress
made in our surveys to the readers of LIGHTHOUSE.

The Tides and Currents Section maintained a current meter
mooring at Race Rocks for eighteen months to provide accurate current predictions for shipping and small craft
navigation. Tidal streams can reach three knots in the centre
of the Juan de Fuca Strait south of the rocks, and up to six
knots close to the rocks themselves. We recently installed
another mooring near the rocks, with assistance from
students of the Lester B. Pearson College of the Pacific, who
wish to explore the potential of the region as a marine park
for divers.
Although the magnitude of the tidal streams is less in the
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portion of Juan de Fuca Strait west of Race Rocks, it appeared possible to determine the transport of water through
the Strait and to measure surface speeds and their relation
to sea levels from several short but thorough surveys. In 1973
we deployed 23 current meters on six moorings spanning the
Strait. The idea was to moor as many current meters as
possible In Juan de Fuca Strait and Johnstone Strait
simultaneously so that we could estimate the transport of
seawater around the Island (1). In Juan de Fuca Strait we
deployed CMDR current meters, an old type which punches a
paper tape to record speed and direction. Although their performance was poor, there was sufficient return to generate
the chart of residual circulation (Figure 2.).

bottom of the line In case the top float Is cut away by tug
boats. In 1979 a tug with barge in tow broke off the ·t op float
and current meter of a Juan de Fuca mooring and carried
both to Astoria, Washington. The lower float, meter and
release were recovered on a routine cruise later in the year.
The tide gauge shown in Figure 3 was part of an experiment
to compare near surface currents with cross-strait pressure
differences. The link between the two depends upon Coriolls
force which is due to the rotation of the Earth and deflects
any ocean current to the right in the northern hemisphere (3).
In the open ocean away from boundaries, the current
generated by the sudden passage of a storm will flow in a clr-

Strait of

Juan de Fuco

Figure 2. Residual Currents In Juan de Fuca Strait

Both Juan de Fuca and Johnstone Strait behave as estuaries
with an average outflow on the surface and Inflow on the bottom. Any net flow present is the small difference between
these two larger flows, which cannot be reliably computed.
However, the transport of nutrients out of Juan de Fuca
Strait across this section has been computed by David
Mackas of the Institute of Ocean Sciences for input to the
nutrient budget of the fishing banks off the southern portion
of Vancouver Island.
The Juan de Fuca survey was repeated in 1975 with nine
Aanderaa current meters on five separate moorings extending from Pillar Point on the United States s.ide to Sheringham Point on Vancouver Island (2,3). The moorings used
during t his experiment are shown in Figure 3. The float is left
18 metres below the water surface with the Aanderaa current
meter just below it. The long fin on the current meter directs
the rotor into the flow. Speed, direction, temperature, conductivity and water pressure are recorded on magnetic tape
at intervals of 10, 15, 20, 30 or 60 minutes. The mooring is
recovered by sending a four tone sonar signal to the acoustic
release, which lets go the anchor. Our underwater, internallyrecording tide gauges were intially manufactured by
Aanderaa, but recently we have purchased some Applied
Microsystems gauges. On recent cruises we have
substituted shorter aluminum floats for the long steel
cylinders shown in Figure 3, and normally place a float at the

cle until it gradually dies away; whereas near land the current
causes the water to pile up near shore until the resulting
_ pressure gradient aligns the flow parallel to shore. The 1975
survey showed that the currents along the Strait determined
from the pressure differences across the Strait agreed to
within 20% with the measured currents, but a comparison of
just the tidal streams gave a much closer agreement.
The shallowest current meter in each mooring gives the data
from which we generate the tidal current predictions found in
the Canadian Tide and Current Tables (4). For Juan de Fuca
surveys this depth was 20 metres. Floats and meters closer
to the surface are too easily hit by tow lines or deep draft
ships, and the wave motion often contaminates the data.
In the last few years our worries have increased about oil
spills from tanker t raffic. If Port Angeles is to become a major oil port, then the tanker traffic will be confined to Juan de
Fuca Strait. Can we predict an oil spil l given the present
knowledge of currents? Because such a spill is confined to
the top few centimetres where wind effects are large, the 20
metre deep currents may not be accurate. This problem was
tackled by AI Ages of the Tides and Currents Section who
designed and built oil spill markers (now commercially
available) to track the movement of the oil. Field trials in
Juan de Fuca Strait to the west of Port Angeles show the
markers tend to drift to the south, a result which has been
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repeated on several occasions. Only markers placed near the
shore flow parallel to the coast. If the oil follows the route of
these markers, then Vancouver Island may escape the effects of a major oil spill In the western Strait. In the region
east of Race Rocks, currents are less regular and oil lost
from a ship In this region could go anywhere.

Float

(, _

-

__

C70-.-.-.-,----~

~ · -·

12' -Y." polypropylene line

Aanderaa current meter

acoustic release

"e'' polypropylene line

cement block

Figure 3. Current Meter Mooring

GULF ISLAND PASSES
In these narrow constrictions between the Gulf Islands, the
passage of the tide from Juan de Fuca Strait into the Strait of
Georgia is choked. A pressure head of up to 750 millimetres
can build up along these passes. Our previous current
predictions are based on short time-series using drifters and
it was felt they could be improved. Michael Woodward of the
Tides and Currents Section placed Applied Microsystems
underwater pressure recorders at the ends of Active Pass,
Parlier Pass, Gabrioia Passage, and Dodd Narrows (Figure
4.). They recorded for a year to give a long time series of the
pressure heads. At each pass the current was measured for a
two week period using a small Neyrpic impellor mounted on
a frame on the side of a launch (5).
Ship traffic through these passes is considerable. Active
Pass is the route for all ferries between Tsawwassen and
Swartz Bay· more than one an hour in the summer. The point
where the current measurements were made is a favourite
with salmon fishermen. Tidal streams attain speeds up to 8
knots in some of these passes and slack waters are brief,
usually less than 10 minutes, thus requiring accurate predic·
tions. From the relation between tidal head and current, and
with a year of record of tidal head, it is hoped to improve the
predictions of the tidal streams in these passes. We expect
to apply this method to Quatsino Narrows at the north end of
~ancouver Island and to several other passes in northern
British Columbia.
STRAIT OF GEORGIA
Once the tide passes through the Gulf Islands and the San
Juan Islands it quickly settles. Current meter moorings at the
southern end of the Strait of Georgia showed tidal streams
of one and a half knots, and the longer period currents were

similar in magnitude at 50m depth, but much less at 200m
depth. Ship traffic Is concerned more with eddies generated
in and near Boundary Passage to the south, and around the
various islands and channels in the Strait. Dr. Patrick Crean
of the Institute of Ocean Sciences has generated a
numerical model of tidal streams in Juan de Fuca Strait and
the Strait of Georgia. A chart of these streams during flood
(Figure 4) illustrates the large confused flow in · Boundary
Passage and the large eddies to be found off the Gulf
Islands. We have confirmed these eddies with drift observations and reports from mariners. This chart is one of 12 which
we have produced from data generated by Dr. Crean's model.
They will be bound together in an atlas and sold to mariners.
Our current meter observations at moorings between Van·
couver and the Gulf Islands have proven useful in an unex·
pected way. The Government of British Columbia required
historical data on currents in relation to proposals for a fixed
link between Vancouver Island and the mainland; B.C. Hydro
and a gas pipeline company required data to bring natural gas
and electric power to the Island through submerged lines.
These projects show the usefulness of current surveys
through the straits surrounding large population centres.
SeaKem Oceanography Ltd. is now conducting additional cur·
rent meter surveys of bottom currents in the Strait of Georgia
for the proposed natural gas pipeline.
SEYMOUR NARROWS
At the northern end of the Strait of Georgia all shipping in the
inside Passage must navigate several narrow channels. In
Seymour Narrows (one of the most famous channels) tidal
streams can reach speeds of 15 knots. The large eddies and
whirlpools of the Narrows make this channel treacherous.
Since Ripple Rock was blown out of the centre of the channel
in 1958, the passage is now safe for navigation at slack
water. Seymour Narrows is the narrowest part of Discovery
Passage, which runs between Quadra and Vancouver Islands.
Slack water predictions began in the narrows in the early
1900's following three years of observations in the late 1800's
and early 1900's. At that time, the British Admiralty performed
all analyses and predictions of tides and tidal streams in
Canada.
Following the blasting of Ripple Rock, the Tides and Cur·
rents Section surveyed the tidal streams and slack waters
again. We measured currents by positioning floating poles
placed into the flow upstream of the Narrows. We now provide our own predictions of slacks and currents in Seymour
Narrows, and we have no plans to examine them more close·
ly.
DISCOVERY PASSAGE, JOHNSTONE STRAIT, QUEEN
CHARLOTTE STRAIT
We first studied these channels in 1973 as part of our com·
bined Johnstone Strait and Juan de Fuca Strait project. We
placed current meters in that portion of Johnstone Strait
(Figure 5.) through which all waters flowing north out of the
Strait of Georgia must pass (2). On the average, waters flow
westward on the surface and eastward along the bottom. The
tidal streams of the semi-diurnal current (the fastest tidal
stream) has a maximum near the bottom with a large time lag
between top and bottom. Richard Thomson of the Offshore
Oceanography Group at the Institute of Ocean Sciences, ex·
amined the density and tidal stream data from this experi·
ment and speculated that the large semi-diurnal streams
near the bottom are associated with baroclinic motions (cur·
rents modified by the density stratification) generated by the
tide propagating over Newcastle Sill to the east of the obser·
vation region (6).
Tides and Currents Section combined with the Offshore
Oceanography Group of the lnstitue of Ocean Sciences to
examine this flow in 1976, 1977, 1978. By combining conduc·
tivity, temperature and depths (CTD) data with water current
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Figure 4. Flood Current Near South Vancouver Island
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Figure 5. Johnstone Strait
stud ies, Richard Thomson was able to show that the semi·
diurnal tide propagated downward and westward from
Newcastle Sill. Within a few ki lometres of the sill the
baroclinic current speed may exceed 30% of the total current, but this percentage decreases to 10% at 30 km west of
the sill. Because the baroclinic currents are dependent upon
the density structure for their behaviour, their nature varies
throughout the year as the density of the Strait changes
(7,8,9).
The narrowness of Johnstone Strait allowed us to use few
moorings to sample currents along its length in 1976, 1977
and 1978. At the two positions indicated in Figure 5 we
moored lines of current meters across the Strait. At the other
locations a single mooring was positioned in mid-channel.
We found that the baroclinic effect s and the configuration of
the Strait modified the strength of the currents along the
Strait. On the surface east of Kelsey Bay the maximum flood
and ebb currents are 2.4 knots, and do not seem to exceed
this speed, but drop when the t ides are predominantly diurnal. West of Hickey Point the ebb current runs at 1.5 knots
and the flood at 1.0 knot. Times of maximum currents
through the passes at each end of the Strait are the same,
but slack water times vary considerably due to the strong
ebb and flood biases of the upper and lower waters in the
Strait. The demarcation point between the out flow and the
inflow is the line of no residual current. It occurs at about the
115m depth west of Newcastle Sill and the 75m depth east of
Kelsey Bay.
As a result of these surveys the Canadian Tide and Current
Tables now have predictions for currents in Johnstone Strait
Central, with ten secondary ports along the Strait. Maximum

currents are found south of West Thurlow Island, where
speeds reach 7.0 knots.
QUEEN CHARLOTTE SOUND AND STRAIT

In 1977 we undertook a survey of the waters between the
Queen Charlotte Islands, Vancouver Island and the
mainland. The observations were to complement the study of
the approaches to Kitimat for the proposed tanker route from
Alaska. Our current, tidal and wind data formed the base of
an environmental impact study conducted recent ly by local
consulting firms for the proposed Alaskan oil tanker route to
Port Angeles. The semi-diurnal tide dominates the currents
in this basin, but storms passing through appear to accelerate strong inertial currents in Queen Charlotte Sound.
These are currents which are turned to the right by the Corlolls force, and turn clockwise circles in the centre of the
Sound with 15 hour periods. The uniformity of these currents
over Queen Charlotte Sound is being investigated by Richard
Thomson.

WEST COAST

The Queen Charlotte Sound survey finished at the same time
as Canada declared a 200 mile fish ing limit. Because of our
lack of ·knowledge of the offshore waters, we began a year
round survey of currents along the west coast of Vancouver
Island in 1979. The expected increase in fishing by Canadians in areas previously domi nated by foreign fleets att racted research groups within the Institute of Ocean
Sciences and these groups combined, under the acronym
CODE (Coastal Ocean Dynamics Experiment) to examine the
waters along the west coast of Vancouver Island.
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the Point. Estevan wind mooring No. 2 was 40km west of
Estevan Point and the Nootka sea level gauge was 10km
north of the Point, in a protected cove. The similarity among
the records, especially with the near-shore currents, indicates that the alongshore component of the wind drives
these longer period currents. Even at a depth of 83 meters the
currents are wind driven, due to the secondary circulation set
up by the response of the surface currents to the wind and the
rotation of the earth.

Again, in a joint effort with the Offshore Oceanography
Group, two lines of current meters and tide gauges were
deployed; one line of three moorings ran west of Brooks
Peninsula (Figure 1.), and another line of five moorings ran
out from Estevan Point. We modified old CMDR current
meters to record on magnetic tape and also installed
Geodryne current meters.
It was new territory for us. The waters on the continental
slope west of the Island are 2500m deep and we wanted subsurface floats 50m below the surface, an impossible requirement with nylon or wire rope. Michael Woodward suggested
Kevlar, with less than a 0.1% creep and very little weight in
water. He added his own improvements to t he
manufacturer's suggested method for terminating the rope
and over a period of seventeen months no terminations ever
let us down (10). Thirty-five current meters, two anemometers
and eleven underwater pressure recorders were installed in
May 1979. We serviced them on three occasions and finally
recovered the gear in September 1980, with minimal loss. The
top 50m of one mooring holding a current meter disappeared
over the winter, and one mooring is still in place to be
recovered by dragging in 1981. All other gear was retrieved
and the Kevlar appears In good shape.

This response, called Ekman divergence, brings cold,
nutrient rich, oxygen poor water to the surface whenever a
strong northwest wind blows. This is the prevailing direction
during the summer. It also causes the water column over the
shelf to flow toward the southwest. This upwelling of cold
water, together with tidal mixing over the shelf, brings the
cold water into Long Beach on Vancouver Island In the summer and freezes the swimmers. It also generates a pool of
cold nutrient rich water off Barclay Sound in the summer.
Recently Kenneth Denman and Howard Freeland have also
found this pool just to the south of La Pereuse Bank west of
Barkley Sound. The full significance for fisheries is not yet
understood, but Dr. Freeland noted that in mid-September
1980 this patch of water was full of Russian Hake trawlers. It
appears that the Hake and the Russians knew of Its existence already!

Currents along the coast are unusual. Figure 6 shows a short
section of the record recovered from a current meter that
was moored 50m below the surface, in 120m of water, 15km
CJ

"'

The recovery of the meters in September 1980 completed our
current surveys around Vancouver Island. We have a great
deal of data to analyze and a year and a half to prepare for
our next survey in the Queen Charlotte Islands.
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Figure 6. Currents Near Estevan Point

from Estevan Point. The two traces are the alongshore (lower
line) and cross-shore (upper line) currents, and they reveal
two classes of currents. The short period oscillations are the
diurnal tidal streams which dominate over the semi-diurnal
streams. This diurnal stream appears to be uniform with depth
and with distance alongshore. It exceeds the semi-diurnal
stream in magnitude off the west coast of Vancouver Island on
the continental shelf. Off the coast of Washington and all
through Juan de Fuca Strait and the Strait of Georgia, the
semi-diurnal stream dominates.
The currents in Figure 6 also show a longer period component which can equal the tidal streams in magnitude. To examine this current, we filtered out the tides from the current
and sea level records, and plotted them, along with the
alongshore component of the wind, in Figure 7. The mooring
E01 is 15km off Estevan Point, and E02 and E2A are 30 km off
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Taking A Poke

The year is 1984. Since paper money is worthless, gold has
become the standard currency. Five hydrographers enter a bar
to relax, have a drink, complain about the latest cutbacks, and
talk about the most recent winner of the bent prop award.
The bartender is new and not used to accepting payment in
gold dust but, as the boss suggested, he carefully weighs the
bags of gold dust (pokes) which are tendered in payment.
When AI and Bruce treat each other to a drink the bartender

weighs their pokes together and finds they contain 12 grams
of gold. Bruce and Charlie then drink together and their combined pokes weigh 13 1/2 grams. The pokes of Charlie and
Dennis together hold 111/2 grams and those of Dennis and Ed
hold 8 grams. AI, Charlie and Ed have a round and together
their three pokes hold 16 grams of gold.
At the end of the evening the saloon keeper empties all the
gold together into his own bag, but when he begins to reckon
the accounts for settlement he is unable to untangle the accounting. Can you?

Answer on page 28
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Large Scale Surveys with
the AGA Geodimeter 120
Gary Rockwell
Atlantic Region
Canadian Hydrographic Service
Dartmouth, Nova Scotia

Paper originally presented at the NOS Hydrographic Comerence
in Norfolk, West Virginia from Jan. 12-16, 1981.

ABSTRACT

The distance to a moving vehicle can be measured very accurately with the AGA Geodimeter 120. This tracking ability
makes the instrument useable for large scale hydrographic
positioning. It is less expensive and more accurate than other
electronic positioning systems; it has greater range and better
accuracy than most traditional methods used for large scale
work.
INTRODUCTION

For some time, the Canadian Hydrographic Service (CHS) has
recognized the need for a high accuracy positioning system
that may be used for large scale surveys. The recent acquisition of an AGA Geodimeter 120 will help fill this need.

There are probably as many variations in carrying out large
scale surveys as there are surveyors. These include combinations of sextant and theodolite positioning methods in combination with various electronic systems. As the areas of
coverage increase, these methods require added manpower
and time. Also, many electronic systems do not meet the accuracy requirements for large scale surveys. It is inefficient to
use equipment that could be more effective on smaller scale
jobs.
USING THE AGA GEODIMETER 120

The Geodimeter 120 is a short-range, light-weight instrument
that fits conveniently on most theodolites and is moderately
'priced compared with other electronic positioning systems.
This instrument uses infrared light for distance measurements
and is equipped with a vertical angle sensor. It can measure
vertical angles up to ± 30degrees and distances greater than 3
kilometres. These features make it a very useful survey instrument, but the most interesting feature from a hydrographic
point of view is its tracking capability. The Geodimeter 120 can
track at up to 4 metres per second or about 9 miles per hour.
This capability allows the distance to a moving vehicle to be
measured very accurately and at a relatively low cost.

An AGA Geodimeter 120 (figure 1.) was purchased in March
1980 to use during.the field season. It proved to be very easy to
operate. The instrument mounts on an adapter attached to the
telescope of a theodolite and is connected to a small 12 volt
battery which clips to the tripod. Atmospheric corrections for
temperature and pressure are calculated in parts per million
(by a slide rule provided) and are easily entered into the instrument. The operator has the option of selecting height difference, vertical angle, slope distance or horizontal distance.
He can also select whether he wants one measurement, the
mean of all measurements or the tracking mode. The
telescope of the theodolite is pointed at the reflecting prism
and the measuring button is pressed. The distance is
displayed in a few seconds on the digital display.

The present methods used for positioning on large scale
surveys are adequate for many requirements. Good results
can be achieved up to 125 metres offshore with the subtense
method used by the CHS. "Along line" position is determined
by subtense measurements on a marked 4 metre board. The
survey boat is kept "on line" by following ranges (or transits).
However, the increasing volume of traffic and the large
number of deep draught vessels has created a demand for
large scale surveys that cover greater areas than in the past.
Lines more than a kilometre long can be run with the
Geodimeter 120, thus giving high accuracy well beyond the
limits of measurements made using a subtense board.

A check of the geodimeter was carried out on the Halifax
baseline. This baseline was established by Geodetic Survey of
Canada with the Mekometer and spirit level. The geodimeter
performed within specifications: ±(10TTTl+ 71JP1i with internal
mean calculation, ±(101m+ 1~ for normal measuring, and
±~+ 1~
in the tracking mode. Some preliminary
tests were undertaken in order to determine a useable procedure for positioning a sounding launch. The instrument was
placed on the launch and the reflector was set up on shore.
This approach did not work because the narrow beam width of
the geodimeter and the motion of the launch made it impossible to point the geodimeter at the target.

HISTORY

The unit was then properly mounted on a Wild T-2 theodolite,
located on shore, and the reflector placed aboard the launch.
The coxswain followed a range and steamed towards the
shore. First, the instrument was pointed at the reflector
without the aid of the T-2 telescope, but this gave poor results.
By using the T-2 telescope to point the geodimeter, it was
possible to follow the reflector to within about 60 metres of the
wharf face where the instrument was located. A closer approach was not possible due to the elevation of the wharf
deck. The vertical angle to the reflector could not be changed
fast enough with the tangent screw to keep a signal. In an attempt to create a larger, low cost reflecting surface, bicycle
reflectors were used in place of the reflector prisms but range
was limited to about 150 metres. These tests demonstrated
that the Geodimeter 120 could be used to position a moving
launch; it was now a matter of improving the methods.

Traditionally in the CHS, large scale surveys were carried out
with very elementary equipment: the sounding lead, a
measured wire or "stretchline", range poles, and a dory. On the
shore a baseline was established and ranges were set up
perpendicular to the baseline. The oarsman kept himself on
line by sighting a range and the leadsman took the depth.
Distances off the baseline were determined by marks on the
stretchline. An improvement on this method was the use of
subtense measurements on a marked 4 metre board to determine distance off the baseline. This was much faster than
"stretchlining" and an echo sounder could be used for depth
determination. At one point, experiments were carried out using a horizontally mounted sounder transducer to measure
distances from a wharf face. This idea did not prove to be practical.
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Figure 1: AGA Geodimeter 120 mounted on Wild T-2 Theodolite.
For most large scale work, the sounding vessel is kept on line
by having the coxswain follow a suitable range. When higher
"on line" accuracy is required, the launch is conned from
shore by theodolite.

Lines over 600 metres long were run without difficulty. When
the soundings were scaled, excellent agreement was obtained
at checkline crossovers and where Geodimeter lines overlapped conventional lines.

It was decided to use the following procedure with the
Geodimeter 120. The theodolite, with the geodimeter mounted,
was set up ashore on the baseline, in line with the range for
the sounding track. The desired angle was set on the
theodolite and the coxswain used the ranges to bring the
sounding launch on line. Smail corrections were then signalled or radioed to the boat as it approached shore. Sounding
lines of at least one kilometre in length were possible. This
method required extra care, good weather, and a competent
coxswain. The first opportunity to use the system in the field
was on a survey of the approaches to the Canso Canal near
Port Hawkesbury on Cape Breton Island, Nova Scotia. Survey
specifications required a scale of 1/1200, sounding coverage
to a depth greater than 15 metres, and lines 200 metres long.
Baselines were established, sounding lines were marked off
and ranges were set up on wharves which extend from each
end of the canal. This layout work was done with the Wild T-2/
Geodimeter combination. Time was saved during this part of
the survey because short distances, required for site preparation, were measured with the geodimeter instead of a
tape.Sounding lines 125 metres long were run by the conventional subtense method. These lines were extended to 200
metres in length with the Geodimeter 120 (figure 2.). The reflecting prism, mounted on a range pole, was attached to the side
of the sounding boat, directly over the transducer of the
sounder (a Raytheon DE719). The ranges were used as a guide
for the coxswain. The personnel on the launch consisted of
the coxswain to operate the boat and a hydrographer to tend
the sounder and keep notes. Two men were required on shore
- one to tend the geodimeter and direct the launch, another
to read the display and radio the fixes at predetermined intervals to the launch hydrographer. After the regular lines were
run, check lines were run across the entire sounding area.

The Geodimeter 120 proved to be a useful tool; we were able to
run long lines with relative ease. This instrument provided excellent accuracy along the sounding line; however, when the
sounding vessel moved "off line" more than the allowable error, it was rerun. Experience showed that a good coxswain
could maintain ± 2 metre accuracy with few course corrections radioed from shore, provided that good ranges were
established.
When the AGA Geodimeter 120 is not being used as a positioning system, it is not sitting idle. It is excellent for large scale
surveys of wharves, buildings and the coastline, operations
which have, to date, involved stadia distance measurements.
The only restriction is the visibility of objects to be positioned.
Stadia surveys with conventional methods require frequent
setups, and the best accuracy possible is ±0.3 metres. The
geodimeter is fast, very accurate, and with 3 prisms has a
range from 0.2 metres to 2200 metres. Often this work can be
done from one setup. Short traverses can be carried out quickly and accurately. The distances to elevated objects such as
navigation lights can be measured simply by placing the
reflecting prism on top of the object. This way thefe is no need
for offset, and ground level obstructions are avoided. Placing a
radio wave system on top of a light structure is difficult at best
and impossible most of the time.
OTHER POSITIONING METHODS

There are a number of ways to position large scale surveys
(figure 3.). Electronic positioning systems such as MiniRanger, Trisponder, Artemis and Teilurometer MRD-1 may be
used. Ail of these systems are very expensive compared with
the Geodimeter, and only Artemis and Teilurometer will provide the accuracy required for most large scale surveys. In the
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Figure 2: Typical setup for a large scale survey

System

Approx. Cost
(CON $, 1980)

Artemis

$150K

Accuracy

Comments

Range± 1.5m
Arc ± 2 minutes

Subject to
signal losses due to obstructions and competing
transmissions.

Mini Ranger Ill

50K

:3m

with best geometry

Trisponder

44K

±3m

with best geometry

Tellurometer MRD1

82K

:1m

with best geometry

Horizontal Sextant Angles

1K

±3m

Fix interval too long.

Subtense and Ranges

1K

±2m

Not accurate beyond 125m.

Stretch line

1K

±2m

Time consuming; spot soundings only. Limited
distance.

Theodolite Angles

15K

±1m

Time consuming; fix interval too long.

Geodimeter 120
and Theodolite

17K

Range ±.2m
Linekeeping ± 1m

Time consuming.

Figure 3: Some positioning systems used for large scale surveys.
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CHS, large scale surveys are often done in small open boats,
where the installation of electronic gear is difficult and the
equipment is open to the elements. The method of subtense
measurements on fixed ranges works quite well; no expensive
equipment is required and it Is quick and easy to do. However,
this method is only accurate for relatively short distances.
Simultaneous horizontal sextant angles have parallax errors
that become significant at large scales. Angles cannot be
taken fast enough to properly control the sounding vessel. The old
method of using a measured wire and ranges can be quite ac·
curate if care is taken, but It Is time consuming, limited in
distance and only spot soundings are obtained. One of the
most accurate methods of positioning is with simultaneous
theodolite angles from control points on shore. This method
requires communication between all persons involved and, as
with sextant fixing, these fixes cannot be taken fast enough to
properly control the launch. There are probably many other
variations or combinations of the above methods. All have
limitations in accuracy, speed or cost.
CONCLUSION
The AGA Geodimeter 120 is useable as a positioning system,
but methods to improve Its use will continue to be sought.
"On line" control with a theodolite is time consuming and often
frustrating for everyone involved. It may be possible to
use sector lights or lasers to keep the sounding launch on line
rather than ranges and a theodolite. Either a radio controlled
event marker or a remote display on the launch would reduce
the chance of time delay which occurs when calling a fix to the
sounder man. A major option available for the Geodimeter is
the Geodat 120, a small data acquisition device. Fixes may
then be called to the launch on a time basis. The distance and
fix number will be stored in the Geodat with the push of a but·
ton. One person may then point the Geodimeter without the

need for a second person to read the display and call the fixes
at predetermined distances. Implementation of these ideas is
possible in the future, but they will add expense to the system.
The AGA Geodimeter 120 and a theodolite combined with sen·
sitive ranges will provide excellent accuracy at a relatively low
cost. The main drawback is time consumption. All equipment
must be moved and set in place for each sounding line. If the
launch drifts beyond the tolerance set for "on line" control,
then the line must be rerun. In cases where less accuracy will
satisfy survey requirements, ranges can be used by
themselves for "on line" control to reduce survey time. More
work needs to be done before a system is perfected, but the
AGA Geodimeter 120 can provide the basis for a relatively in·
expensive and very accurate positioning system suitable for
large scale surveys. When it is not used for sounding work, it
pays its way as an excellent survey instrument on shore.
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Reprint From the United States Notice to Mariners
Weekly Edition No. 40, 1980

SECTION Ill

NM 40/80

OCCASIONAL REMARKS
(Under this heading are included items of information
not primarily intended to correct charts and publications
but which are sufficiently relevant to be of general
maritime interest)
Sounding by whale. In the modern-day scheme of things, dep·
ths at sea are most commonly determined by the time-lapse
measurement of sound waves propagated through water by a
transducer of electrical energy. To a lesser extent, the lead line
is used, primarily the hand lead line. The lead line sounding
machine is also available, but its use is problematical and
doubtlessly best remembered by at least a full generation of
schoolship pollywogs as a wire-reeled mechanical contraption
seemingly devised for the encouragement of peevish ex·
asperation. Also remembered is the lead line procedure of
Matthew Fontaine Maury-the dropping of cannon shot at·
tached to a ball of twine of known length-but this, too, is
seldom used, the scarcity of cannon balls being what it is today. Similarly seldom used is depth sounding by means of a
lead line having an attached whale serve as weight, though
oddly enough this rather peculiar method was indeed once actually reported a number of years ago.
It was on February 21, 1939. The steam whaler Ulysses was in

the South Indian Ocean whaling grounds several hundred
miles north of Queen Maud Land on the Antarctic coast. Its
whalecatcher, Kos XI, was in approximately 63°42'S, 36.10'E
when the catcher's gunner shot and harpooned a whale in
quite ordinary fashion. Before it could be hauled alongside, ·
however, and pumped afloat with compressed air, the
leviathan sank, pulling down with it a stout manila line that
has been hurriedly married to the harpoon messenger. After
paying out for some 250 fathoms, the line stopped, tended up
and down and thereafter slackened periodically with the rise
and fall of the swell, indicating thereby the whale had probably
reached bottom. The gummer subsequently heaved in a bit,
pulling up his catch until the full weight of the whale was car·
ried on the line, and then paid out once more until the line
slackened, confirming to his satisfaction a depth of 250
fathoms.
In this manner a sounding of sorts was surely obtained. The
sound ing, however, does not now appear on U.S. charts, for
reasons that may be attributed to intrinsically unorthodox
method ("fishy" would be too strong), but the reported use of
an 80-ton whale as the weight at the end of a 7-inch manila
lead line must certainly rank as unusual among the several
procedures available for determining the ocean's depths.
Se non

e vero, e bene trovato.
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PAKISTAN
FROM A HYDROGRAPHER'S
SKETCHBOOK
IMPRESSIONS OF INDIA

We left for the airport at dusk. Salt and snow
mixed to obscure our vision as the wipers
tried in vain to keep the windshield clear. It
was New Years day in Toronto, and as the 747
left the ground we were excited about our Impending adventure. Sleep did not come easy
in the cramped space on the big jet, and an
eight hour stopover in London did not help us
to get any rest. As we sat on a bench in the
waiting lounge at Heathrow Airport we were
able to close our eyes and reflect on the
events of the past few months.
As part of an IMCO-UNDP* manpower
development project, experts in various fields
had been asked to lecture at the Indian
Hydrograhic School in Goa. I was on my way
to talk about automated data logging and processing. It had taken two months to finalize
travel arrangements and to compile lecture
notes, slides and flow charts.

INDIA

ARABIAN

BAY OF BENGAL

SEA

After another sleepless night on a crowded jetliner, we were met by a naval officer in a bright white uniform and sunglasses.
Customs and immigration formalities were a blur as the navy whisked us past officials in record time. We had arrived in Bombay.
Twelve hours later we were settled into our quarters on the naval base in Vasco da Gam a, home of the Hydrographic School. We had
been travelling for thirty-nine hours.

We were well rested by the time we began to
roam around Vasco da Gama, camera and
sketchbook in hand. The town Is named after
the Portugese explorer who first discovered
the sea route to India. Goa remained a Portugese colony for over five hundred years until
it was liberated In 1961. We found It quiet,
relaxed and unspoiled by commercialism. The
mediterranean influence Is evident In the architecture; the countryside is scattered with
old monestaries and convents. Most shops
are closed between 13:00 and 16:30 while people relax. Some play games in the street.

• IMCO-UNDP Inter-governmental Maritime Consultative Organization - United Nations Development Program
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The Arabian Sea washes the excellent
beaches of Goa with a warm, gentle surf.
Swimming and sunbathing are popular
pastimes, but we never found the beaches too
crowded. The villagers live on the edge of the
ocean, in huts woven from palm leaves. The
long fishing boats are pulled up on to the
beach at night.

--

__ .....___

GDM '81

In the cities the most usual modes of
transport are taxis, scooters, bicycles,
rickshaws and buses. Once outside the city,
the two-wheeled cart, drawn by oxen, horse,
camel or water buffalo, is a most common
site. We saw a lot of goods being moved from
field to market or factory by these hard work·
ing animals.

GDM 181

Poverty and success are both part of the per·
sonality of Delhi. Less than twenty percent of
the Indian population dwell in urban centres.
City life seemed painful for the poor and
unemployed, but the well publicized govern·
ment slogan 'food and work for all' gave us
hope.
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We travelled to the River Ganga which
the water will purify them. People bathe in the
river at Hardwar, and empty the ashes of the
dead into the cold water. At night, leaf cups
are filled with flowers and a lighted candle.
Then they are set afloat on the river.

- -~ · - - .
~

- ..........--

-

The trip from Delhi to Hydrographic Headquarters gave us an opportunity to see some
of the Indian countryside. We passed through
crowded towns where the number of people
on foot, on bicycles, in rickshaws and in carts
brought our transport (a UNDP car and driver)
to a standstill. Outside the towns we passed
through picturesque farm lands and shared
the road with numerous buses and animaldrawn carts. We were able to see the
Himalayas from Hydrographic Headquarters
in Dehra Dun.

We saw many Muslims in India. Mohammed,
born in Arabia six-hundred years after Christ,
taught the people to worship one god, and
eventually united Arabia under Allah. In the
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, Muslim
and Moghul invaders brought the religion with
them to India.

GD M 18 1
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We travelled by bus to Agra to see the Taj
Mahal. In 1632, Emperor Shahjahan built the
mausoleum when his favorite wife died. It
took twenty-thousand men over twenty years
to build the white marble structure on the
banks of the River Yamuna. The emperor was
deposed by his son before he was able to
complete his plans to build a similar structure, in black marble, on the opposite side of
the river. He spent the rest of his days under
house arrest at Fort Agra.

Some of our free time was spent admiring the
many forms of Indian art. The traditional
drawings inspired some of our own.

At 2 A.M. on January 21st, we took a taxi to the Delhi Airport. We were taking with us a mind full of memories, a diary full of events, a
suitcase full of exposed film and souvenirs, and a changed outlook on life. We are grateful to all of you in Goa, Delhi and Dehra Dun
who made our stay so memorable.

Eva Macdonald

George Macdonald
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Range Errors In Microwave Systems
R. M. Eaton
Atlantic Region
Canadian Hydrograohic Service
Dartmouth. Nova Scotia

INTRODUCTION

At coffee the other day, in the course of discussing corrections for clock synchronization and clock rate in rho-rho
Loran-e, one hydrographer said "What I like is someth ing
simple; something you just turn on, and it comes up with the
right numbers, like Miniranger."

hole in the lie Haute transmission at distances of between
21 000 and 23 000 m, just where these readings fal l. The
range hole was off Black Rock, where we got good readings
on lie Haute at 13 km, on a baseline crossing (table 2), so
there doesn't seem to have been any obstruction on that
bearing which might otherwise account for the gap in
coverage. There was no obstruction on the lie Haute
-Margaretsville line either, as shown by the crossing of that
baseline at 14 km from lie Haute (table 2).

Well, table 1. shows what happened when we turned on
Miniranger at the Margaretsville Dolphin on four occasions
during the Bay of Fundy Loran-e calibration in April 1980.
The readings have errors varying from 10 to 50 m.

These baseli ne crossings plus the tellurometer calibration
(table 3) show there was nothing wrong with the control or
the calibration settings. So it looks as though the error of
+ 28 m (average) at Margaretsville is connected with being on
the edge of a range hole, where destructive interference from
the reflect ed wave was reducing signal strength. Note that
the error is worst on day 117 when wet fog was probably
reducing signal strength further sti ll. Not surprisingly, the
code 3 transponder, 95° off beam centre, was affected even
more on that day.

To clear up one point right away, we think the problem is due
to low signal strength, and so would occur on any pulsemeasuring microwave system, (i.e., Miniranger or
Trisponder). Hence. the title of this note. (The problem might
microwave
or might not occur on phase comparison
systems (Hydrodist, Autotape) depending on whether the
cause of low signal strength was destructive interference
from reflections, or attenuation.)
Other people have made extensive tests of the accuracy of
pulse-measuring microwave systems, particularly as a function of range and beam patterns (Anderson, Lusk and Coldham, 1970; Mortimer, 1972), while others have investi gat ed
range holes (AIIistone, 1976; Gi lb and Weedon, 1976).
Casey's work, to be reported at the 1981 CHS conference,
will probably shed a lot more light on the topic. This note
en larges on the "Margaretsville Dolphin errors" and suggests some steps to guard against undetected bad fixes.

The dangerous thing about these errors is that we could not
tell just by looking at the range console that there was
anything at all wrong.
ANOTHERCAUSEOFRANGEERROR

In Mahone Bay we were measuring a baseline crossing by
taking readings every few seconds, and wondering as we
looked out of the window what was going to happen when
the transponder on Aspotogan Hill went behind the trees on
Tancook Island, which lay between us and Aspotogan. What
did happen was that the range, which had been increasing
very slowly, abruptly jumped by 30m, and changed from being
smooth (±2m) to being very jittery (± 15m).

READINGS AT MARGETSVILLE DOLPHIN

The interesting thing about the very large errors at
Margetsville Dolphin is that on four occasions elsewhere in
the calibration area we ran into what was probably a range

Day/time
(ASD

lie Haute Code 2
(30° off beam centre)

Weather

lie Haute Code 3
(95° off beam centre)

Reading

Std.
Devn.

Error

Reading

Std.
Devn.

116/0640

22 865

±3

+23

116/1935

22 852

±1

+ 10

117/0730

22 893

±24

+51

Would not respond

118/0800

22 870

±4

+ 28

Not interrogated

Error

Calm. Fog on hilltops.

Not interrogated
22 865

±2

+ 23

Range computed from survey: 22 842
Table 1: MRS ranges (metres) on lie Haute measured at Margaretsvllle.

Calm. Fog on hilltops.
Calm. Wet fog.
Calm. Fog/haze.
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Figure 1. Survey Areas.

Transponders forming baseline
(Approx. dist. from
crossing point)

Minimum sum
on baseline
crossings

Cali b.
corrn.

Obs.
baseline

Comptd.
baseline

lie Haute Code 2
(110m) (14 km)

- Margaretsville Lt. Ho.
(12m) (9 km)

22 887
22 887

-2

22 885

22 883

II Haute Code 2
(110m) (13 km)

-Black Rock
(10m) (8 km)

21 152
21 152

-3

21 149

21 150

II Haute Code 3
(110m) (13 km)

-Black Rock
(10m) (8 km)

21 150
21 152

-2

21 149

21 150

(Approx. Ht.)

Table 2: MRS checks by baseline crossings.
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Transponder
lie Haute Code 2
lie Haute Code 3
Margaretsville Lt. Ho.
Black Rock

Corrn. at 3 845 m Corrn. at 19 312 m

0
0
+1
0

-1
0

-4
-2

Table 3: MRS calibration against tellurometer

We were able to see what was happening on this calm day,
with a slowly changing range, but there was no break in the
"video received" indication and if we had been running lines
on a rough day the error would have been hard to detect.
THE PROBABLE EXPLANATION

The applications note on Motorola's signal strength counter
for use with the MRS Ill includes a graph of range error ver·
sus signal strength which shows an oscillating error of ±5 m
as a critical low signal level is approached, followed by a
dramatic increase in error as soon as the signal goes below
that level. However, this accuracy break·point occurs well
above the signal strength threshold of the receiver, so that
there is a zone of low signal strength within which the
receiver is still tracking and the "video received" is flashing
regularly, but the ranges have large errors. We were probably in this zone on the edge of a range hole at
Margaretsville Dolphin, and when looking at Aspotogan
through the trees of Tancook Island.
HOW CAN WE ELIMINATE GROSS RANGING ERRORS?
The most immediate solution is probably to use a signal
strength alarm to detect and reject readings on weak signals.
Casey's work at CCIW in the summer of 1980 showed that
Motorola's signal strength meter is a senstive indicator of
the accuracy break-point. It can be interfaced with an alarm
which burns a red light when the signal strength falls below a

preset level. Each range console/receive-transmit unit fitted
with the alarm has to be individually calibrated in the lab to
find the accuracy break-point, and to set the signal
strength alarm a safe distance above this.
A longer term solution is to implement automatic data logging
at a'high data rate and, most importantly, to Introduce multirange logging. We have some chance of detecting errors
with a computer by analysing trends and scatter from data
recorded every few seconds. A parallel and more effective
approach is to record all transponders that can be received
and look at the residuals from the multi-range fix. These are
generally a sensitive indicator of positioning problems from
a variety of sources. Signal strength (which can also be
recorded digitally) can be used in conjuction with residuals
to help sort out whether the cause lies in the range measurement or elsewhere (such as errors in control). Many oil companies now insist that their survey contractors measure a
minimum of 3 ranges( Riemersma, 1979). The Canadian
Hydrographic Service lags behind industry in this respect.
Finally, we should test the "space diversity" option, consisting of two receive-transmit units (RTUs) mounted one
above each other. RTUs are expensive, but so is moving
transponders around to cover range holes. At least one
private contractor uses space diversity and says it helps.
REFERENCES
Allistone, G.K. 1976. "Phase inversion signal losses"
The Hydrographic Journal Vol. 2, No. 3.
Anderson, N.M., B.M. Lusk and F.A. Coldham. 1970.
"Evaluation of Motorola RPS" CHS Technical Report.
Glib, T.P. and G.F.C. Weedon. 1976. "Range Holes and what
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positioning system" Pacific Marine Science Report 71-9.
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Answers to Taking A Poke
AI
Bruce
Charlie
Dennis
Ed

5 1/2 grams
6 1/2 grams
7
grams
4 1/2 grams
3 1/2 grams
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Sounding operations in Atlantic Region were disrupted when the survey crew took time out to enter the Whaler Race during the 1980
Joseph Howe Festival in Halifax. The Regional Hydrographer , with shouts of " Get the lead out!", egged the team on to a fifth place
finish in their heat. The crew were: Doug Frizzle (cox'n), Peter Morton, Jim Ross, Adam Kerr, Dave Roop and Allan Smith (rigging the
transducer).

EXPERIENCE FOR RENT
These field-proven O.R.E. Survey Systems - and the men to run them are as handy as your telephone. Liberal purchase options always included.
NEW O.R.E. Multiplexed Side Scan Sonar,
Model1500.

O.R.E. Modei1032B
Sub-Bottom Profiler

O.R.E. TRANSNAV TM 6000 Acoustic
Navigation System

O.R.E. FSK Release
Ranging System

O.R.E. Deep Tow 1000- The All·in·One System
This widely used, 1000 ft.-operating-depth survey
package puts only one fish in the water ...
provides side scan sonar, sub-bottom profiling,
and 200 kHz bathymetry. Heave compensation
removes fish motion from records. Optional
"FishNav'' program provides exact sensor
positioning when used with TRANSNAVTM 6000
Navigation System.

FOflunr.eroetails.callor writetoanyottnetoltowon'll:

OCEAN RESEARCH EQUIPMENT, INC.
P. 0. BOX 709, Falmouth, Massachusetts 02541

Telex 940-859
Telephone (617) 548-5800
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CHA Personal Notes

I

Pacific Branch
In February, seven of the hydrographers travelled to Vancouver to write their CLS examinations - The results are not
back yet, but we wish them all success; a lot of hard work went
into preparing for those exams. Congratulations to our recently Installed national president, Tony O'Connor and vicepresident, Jim Vosburgh; we know both of you will do a super
job during your terms of office. Congratulations also to Barry
Lusk and John Smedley for their recently received Suggestion
Awards. Curling is winding to a close and our Mariners softball
team is well into spring training (spring starts before June out
here); so far no arm injuries have been reported either on or off
the field. The seasonally mild weather has made it difficult for
the many ski buffs in our region to find good snow; however
four diehards, headed by our past vice-president, John Watt,
apparently found sufficient snow on a local hill for a week of
enjoyable skiing and while there, are rumoured to have offered
their professional services to survey a hot tub or two. Tony
O'Connor reports that he and his survey party are eagerly
awaiting the arrival of the HUDSON and the hydrographers
from other regions who will all too soon be joining the
Beaufort Sea Polar Bear Club. The training courses being
taken in preparation for this survey have produced a proliferation of certificates on office walls- no graduates of the University of Tuktoyaktuk however.
Central Branch
During the first three weeks in January, George Macdonald
lectured on Automated Data Collection and Processing at the
Hydrographic School in Goa, India and visited Headquarters in
Dehra Dun. Shortly after his return, George presented an interesting non-technical account of his travels in India. John
Dixon co-ordinated this year's CHS display at the International
Boat Show in Toronto, Ontario. The display included
demonstrations of the steps required to produce a chart. Congratulations are extended to Paul Davies and George Fenn for
receipt of their Suggestion Awards. Paul suggested range extenders be installed on Polar Continental Shelf Project
helicopters so that the previously unused portion of the fuel
tank could be filled and thereby reduce the number of fuel
stops. George's idea was to replace the lumber used to construct survey targets with reuseable aluminum. Six
hydrographers from Central Region wrote the Canada Lands
Surveyor's legal exams in Toronto on February 19th and 20th.
A great deal of effort went into the preparation for these exams and we wish all the participants success. The region lost
the services of Brian Tait as he moved to Ottawa to assume
the duties of the Chief of Tide, Currents and Water Levels. We
wish Brian good luck in his new position. Helen Fuchs and
Denis Pigeon joined the cartographic section as term
employees. We welcome them both to Central Region and
hope their stay is permanent. The Hydrographic and Tidal field
parties left for McClintock Channel and Norwegian Bay
respectively at the end of February. The Hydrographic Base
Camp, which was left standing the previous year, remained
relatively intact and sustained only minor damage.
Ottawa Branch
The Ottawa Branch sponsored another successful Christmas
luncheon which was attended by 100 past and present
members of the CHA and/or CHS. Plaques commemorating
combined service of 100 years were presented to three senior

staff members who retired in December: Frank Strachan who
retired as Chief of Cartographic Support Services, Fred Pittman who retired as Chief of Chart Production, and Warren Forrester who retired as Chief, Tides, Currents and Water Levels.
In December a new organization of the Chart Production
Branch was announced. The position of the Chief of this section is expected to be filled on a rotating acting-assignment
basis for the next two years. Brian Tait came to Ottawa in
February to assume his duties as Chief of Tides, Currents and
Water Levels. Two new term employees joined the CHS early
in 1981. Lynn Preston joined the Planning Section and John
Narraway joined Geoscience Mapping. Jean Papineau has
joined the Nautical Information Section as a permanent
employee. Doris Erwin, Secretary to the Dominion
Hydrographer, Is currently on a one-year assignment with the
Fisheries Economic Development Directorate. After 15 years
with the CHS, Mario Piamonte is leaving the Cartographic
Systems Section to join DEMR as the Head of Software
Development for Topographical Surveys. Russ McColl of the
Technical Records Section returned from French language
training J.ust before Christmas. Jim Bruce, Chief of Nautical Information has now been joined by Neil Anderson, Director of
Planning and Development on French language training.
Harold Comeau returned to Ottawa to assume his added
responsibilities as CHA Vice-President of the Ottawa Branch,
after spending two months in Dartmouth as acting-Chief,
Chart Production. Bert Smith, from Atlantic Region is now in
Ottawa on a special three-month assignment.
Atlantic Branch
Over the past few months there have been a few personnel
changes here in the Atlantic Region; Reg Lewis joined us from
Burlington as head of Hydrographic Planning and Records;
Ted Radmore transferred to the Aeronautical Charting Division
of E.M.R. in Ottawa; and Charles Legasse resigned. Julian
Goodyear will be representing the C.H.S. this summer in the
U.S./Canada exchange program. A two year exchange will see
Paul Bellemare joining us here and Kent Malone going to
Quebec. Congratulations are extended to David Roop and
Bruce MacGowan on their recent marriages. Several staff
brought new hydrographers and cartographers into the world
this year; Dave and Theresa Blaney - a boy; Julian and Gail
Goodyear- a girl; Roger and Rhoda Jones - a boy; and Charlie
O'Reilly and wife - a girl.

Quebec Branch
Paul Bellemare has accepted a two-year exchange to the
Atlantic Region where he will be working on the aerial
hydrography project. Kent Malone will replace Paul during his
prolonged absence. Danielle Simard has recently returned
from Central Region where she had the opportunity to study
their technical records system. Ed Lischinski, from Atlantic
Region, is presently training our cartographic staff in the use
of our new photo-reproduction lab. Rene Lepage Is our newest
supervisor. Richard Sanfat;on has been elected branch vicepresident of the Canadian Hydrographers' Association. The
secretary-treasurer is Patrick Hally, and the two executive
members are Jean-Yves Poudrier and Ron Saucier (Past vicepresident).
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The "B" event was won by Boyd Thorson's rink

On Feb. 14 curlers gathered at the Humber Highlands Curling
Club to participate in the 10th anniversary of the H20 Bonspiel
sponsored by Central Branch of the Canadian Hydrographer's
Association. This year's Bonspiel co-ordinator was Craig
Fisher, many thanks Craig for a fine day of curling.

(From Left) Bob Covey, Mike Powell, Francine Daechsel and
Boyd Thorson (seen here shaking hands with Craig Fisher)

Valentines Day "Turkey Shoot"
This years recipient was Joanne Tinney (or was it the Bonsplel
co-ordinator)

"The Valentine's Day Massacre"

The rink dubbed " the untouchables" skipped by Danny Mahaffy emerged as the winners of the "A" event.

(From Left) Linda Collins, Geof Thompson,
Dennis St. Jacques and Danny Mahaffy

Donations for the bonspiel were gratefully received from the
following companies:
- Motorola Military and Aerospace Electronics
Willowdale, Ontario
- Marinav Corporation, Ottawa, Ontario
- Wild Leitz Canada Ltd. Willowdale, Ontario
- Port Weller Dry Dock, St. Catharines, Ontario
- J.W. Davis Company of Canada, Thornhill, Ontario
- Molson's Brewery (Ontario) Ltd. Hamilton, Ontario
- Ross Laboratories lncorp., Seattle Washington
- Letraset Canada Limited, Burlington, Ontario
- The Royal Bank of Canada, Burlington, Ontario
- Carling O'Keefe, Rexdale, Ontario
- Tracked Vehicle Repair, Mississauga, Ontario
- Rapid Blue, Hamilton, Ontario
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Central Branch C.H.A. Broomball
The 198D-81 Broom ball season was a resounding success; a total of twelve games were played this season. Larger turnouts than in
previous years are indicative of the spreading enthusiasm for the sport amongst the cartographers and hydrographers.

I

News from Industry

I

Towing Curve Report from Klein Assoc.

O.A.R. Introduces New VHF Direction Finders

Klein Associates has put together a 16 page report on the towing characteristics of Side Scan Sonar towfish. The Report includes computer-made charts detailing the amount of
towcable required to tow the fish at a desired depth. Also, it
demonstrates how the use of depressors, both dead weight
and hydrodynamic, can increase the effectiveness of the tow.

New, "wide frequency range" variations of the popular Model
ADFS-320 VHF Band Automatic Direction Finder were recently
announced by O.A.R., a Division of General Indicator Corporation. O.A.R. manufactures a line of compact, portable, radio
locating aids for security, law enforcement, search-andrescue, air traffic control, marine navigation, industrial communication, and military applications.

The charts detail calculated towing curves when towing with
dead weight depressors to 1,000 pounds as well as
hydrodynamic depressors. The Report should be helpful in
planning equipment needs and approximating time requirements for surveys.
To obtain a copy of the Report, contact Bill Key, Marketing
Specialist, at Klein Associates, Inc., Klein Drive, Salem, New
Hampshire, U.S.A. 03079, Telephone (603) 893-6131, Cable
SONAR, Telex 947439.

MARIN Formed from Merger of NSMB and NMI
The merger of the Netherlands Ship Model Basin (NSMB) in
Wageningen and the Netherlands Maritime Institute (NMI) in
Rotterdam, will be legally effected on 1st January 1981.
Negotiations between the Boards of both foundations led to
the conclusion that a full amalgamation would eliminate
duplication of research efforts. The reciprocal addition of
fields of specialization, will enable the new combination to
widen the scope of Its research and consultancy services, and
to intensify an interdisciplinary and Integral approach in solving both theoretical and practical maritime problems.
For further information;
MARIN- Rotterdam
P.O. Box 1555
3000 BN ROTIERDAM
The Netherlands
Telephone: + 10-114768; ext. 136
Telex: 27067 nemar nl.

Customers can now order the Model ADFS-320 as a standard,
stock item with full frequency coverage between 108 and 174
MHz. Wider range versions such as 70-250 MHz, 25-250 MHz,
and 100-500 MHz are also available. The compact, portable
· receiver contains a CRT direction display, field-strength meter,
speaker, all operating controls, and runs from battery or AC
power. Tuning is accomplished using a manually programmed
synthesizer with 1 kHz resolution. Several "custom-design"
type features are offered as standard options with the Model
320, Including choice of Interchangeable automobile roof/aircraft or ship/base-station type antenna mounts; factory preprogramming of the synthesizer for switch selection of 1 to 99
customer specified frequency channels; addition of frequency
scanning circuit; addition of "track-and-hold" for the CRT
direction display (to retain bearings on short signal transmissions); digital bearing readout (in addition to CRT display); and
an economical "remote control" system, with microprocessor
based computer, for operating 1 to 10 distant ADF sites over
telephone lines or microwave link.
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CIS Law Courses
As part of the certification program for Canada Lands
Surveyor, the Canadian Institute of Surveying sponsored two
law courses during the past year. The courses, entitled "Acts
and Regulations" and "Survey Law" were presented by the
Canadian International Boundary Commissioner, Dr. A.
McEwen. A total of 32 CHS personnel attended the courses
which were offered in Ottawa, Ontario during March and April,
1980; in Burlington, Ontario during October, 1980; in Sidney,
British Columbia during November, 1980 and in Halifax, Nova
Scotia in January 1981. Of the 27 candidates from CHS that at·
tempted the examinations for the law courses, 18 were suc·
cessful.
For those hydrographers interested in applying for CLS cer·
tification under the grand fathering provisions, please note
that the deadline for applications Is September 13, 1981. The
last special examination for these candidates will be held in
February, 1982. For many this is a once in a lifetime opportuni·
ty and you are encouraged to take full advantage of it. Bonne
chance.

Navigation Group to Meet
The International Omega Association will hold its 6th Annual
Meeting on 18 to 20 August 1981 in Montreal, Quebec, Canada.
Topic of the meeting will be " OMEGA·-A Positive Future".
Papers are planned to emphasize Information Processing,
Special Applications, and Operational Problems and Pro·
cedures. A system review including current status and plans
will also be presented.
Formed in 1975, the International Omega Association exists
for the benefit of individuals and organizations having a common interest in the art of navigation by means of the lnterna·
t ional Omega system.
Further information is available from the association at P.O.
Box 2324, 1720 S. Eads Street, Arlington, Virginia 22202, USA.

Hydrographic Surveying Career Booklet Published
An international guide to careers in hydrographic surveying
has been published by the Hydrographic Society. The two-part
publication comprises an international section together with a
national supplement in pocket insert form.
The international section outlines full details of the world's
three principal hydrographic institutional organisations as
well as requi red standards of competence, courses, qualifica·
l ions and general career opportunities. A UK national supplement, setting out all leading professional associations and
learned societies together with available courses and
qualifications, is provided as a special pocket insert. Other
national supplements are to be supplied for additional inser·
lion as and when they become available.
Copies of the booklet, price 75p each, are available post-free
from The Hydrographic Society, North East London
Polytechnic, Forest Road, London E17 4JB (Tel: 01·590 7722).
North American subscribers may obtain copies, price $1 .80,
from The Society's US Branch at 6001 Executive Boulevard,
Rockville, Maryland 20852 (Tel: (301) 443·8013).

The Fourth Canadian Symposium on Navigation will be held in
Hali_fax, _Nova Scotia on Nov 18th and 19th, 1981. The Sym·
P?s•um IS sp~nsored by the Navigation Society of the Cana·
d1a~ Aer?naut1cs and Space Institute. The purpose of the Sym·
pos1um IS to exchange information and discuss the future of
Marine Navigation in Canada. Papers are invited on the following topics:
1) Administration & Government Operation (e.g. the
Regulatory Framework - National and International·
Aids . and Facilities for Traffic Management~
Surveillance, S.A.R., and Enforcement Operations·
Training)
'
2) Exploration (e.g. Offshore Positioning and Survey;
Undersea Operations; Ocean Science)
3) Commercial Operations (e.g. Marine Transport; Off.
shore Support Services; Fisheries; Pipelines)
4) Recreation and Pleasure Craft
5) New Developments in Equipment (e.g. Navstar/GPS·
Radio Positioning Systems; Collision Avoidanc~
R~dar; Dead Reckoning Systems - IN and Doppler)
6) A1r and Land Applications
Submissions including abstracts and names and addresses of
authors should be sent before July 17th, 1981 to:
The Executive Secretary
Canadian Navigation Society
Saxe Building, 60·75 Sparks Street
Ottawa, Ontario K1 P 5A5

International Symposium In Southampton
The Hydrographic Society is planning a four day international
symposium, to be held at the University of Southampton on
14-17 December, 1982. The Canadian Hydrographers' Association has been asked to co-sponsor the symposium.
The symp?~i~m will include ~essions on acoustic navigation,
data acquiSition and process1ng, and Civil Engineering as applied to the offshore industry.
More information may be obtained from the Functions
Organizer, The Hydrographic Society, North East London
Polytechnic, London, E17 4JB, England.

lnternational Symposium on Ship Operations
Those engaged in the hydrographic discipline are invited to
attend the International Symposium on Ship Operations from
November 17 to 19, 1981, in New York City, U.S.A.
Sponsored by the Maritime Association of the Port of New
York, the American Institute of Merchant Shipping, the Council
of American Flag -Ship Operators, The Hydrographic Society
and The Council of American Master Mariners, the symposium
is intended to be the most comprehensive treatment of ship
operations the industry can develop.
Topics w i ll inc lude: Navigation, Communications,
Hydrography, Logistics of Vessel Procurement, Ship Operations and Maintenance, Regulatory Standards, Training and
Ship Performance.
For more information contact: Maritime Association 34th Floor
80 Broad Street
New York, N.Y. 10004 U.S.A.
Attention: ISOS0-1981

MINI-RANGER® AUTOMATED POSITIONING
CAN SAVE YOU MONEY
with on-site
real-tine
data verification.
Simple operation requires
minimal training. No need for
highly trained programmers or
computer operators in the field.
Hundreds of systems in use in
38 countries around the world.
Lease-purchase options
make short-term projects
economical. Payments can be
prorated against purchase.
Easy field repair with
replaceable modu les means
minimum down time even in the
most rugged marin e
environments.
World-wide factory service
backed by qual ified regional
representatives.

New memtiers of the
Mini-Ranger family
Mini-Ranger tV-the _"smart"
Mini-Ranger, combines range
console and data processor in
single cabinet. Separate
operator terminal and display
unit. Former optional features
are now standard plus
compatibility with existing
systems.
Satellite Survey System-Integral
electronics and microprocessor
capability for "in-the-field"
reduction of translocation data
for 3-dimensional positioning.
Plus compatibility with other
satellite survey systems.

@

Free factory training schools
covering operation and
maintenance are scheduled
periodically ... at our plant
or your faci lity. Ask about
them.
New data available
For the whole story on
specifications, price and delivery
schedules, call (416) 499-1441
or write to Motorola, Military &
Aerospace Electronics, 3125
Steeles Ave., East Willowdale,
Ontario.
International Offices
Kuala Lumpur • London • Paris •
Rolandseck • Rome • Scottsdale (USA) •
Tokyo • Toronto •

MOTOROLA
Making electronics history.
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TELLUROMETER ®

TRUE PINPOINT POSITIONING
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-'-Continuous-Wave Phase comparison
technology (Not Pulse Timed)
- Range Accuracy typically better than 1 meter
- Resolution to 10 em, updated every 6 milli-second s
- High speed tracking to 360 KPH slant velocity
- Distances to over 100 km, line of sight
- 2 or 3 Range multi-user operation, up to 6 maste rs
and 6 remotes
- Microprocessor controlled , operator interactive
- Automatic output to printers, Plotters, Re corders,
Intelligent Steering Aid , etc .
- Coordinate Mode : arbitrary or U .T.M.
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TODAY'S ULTIMATE POSITIONING SYSTEM
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WHAT'S YOUR POSITION?
• RANGE/ RANGE syste ms may not b e a s accurate as you think!!
• The G EO METRY of your survey affects th e accuracy of you r Range/Range fix
• Geometric Positional Accuracy is always less tha n q uoted Range Ac c u racy, due to the
geometry of intersecting ranges .
• Competitive systems, claiming 2 to 3 mete r Range Accu racy a re only p roviding 8 to 12 meters
of geometric positiona l accu racy* where the angle subtended b y intersecting ranges
approaches 30 ° or 150 ° of arc*

THINK 'GEOMETRICALLY'!
• In view of the above, we encou rage you to think GEOMETRIC POSITIO NAL ACC URACY!
• MRD1 p rovides you: -

The highest Range Accurac y, typic ally better than 1 meter
(Self C allibrating)
Thus, the high est Geometric Positional Accu racy*
Optional 3rd Range to further improve your G eometric Fix

TELLUROMETER'S C ANADIAN DISTRIBUTO R:

50 Doncaster Ave. , Unit 8, THORNHILL, Ont. L3T 1L4
Phone: (416) 881-8551
Telex: 06 964514

* Send for further information on Geometric Positioning and an
Evaluation of Microwave Positioning Systems
• SALES • SERVICE • LEASING • RENTALS

